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September 10, 1976

"Super-U"attacked by Senator
BY KEN HOLMES

Senator Theodore Curtis, Jr., ROrono,
plans to introduce legislation into the
108th
Maine Legislature to disband the
University of Maine system, including
the
Chancellor's Office and the
present
University of Maine Board of Trust
ees.
In place of the Super-University syst
em,
Curtis calls for six campuses, each to be
administered by separate boards
of
trustees.
Curtis announced his proposed bill
as a
joint meeting of university offici
al and
members of the legislature's Perf
ormance
Audit Committc:! on August 25th.
Curtis' plan would eliminate the
central
Chancellor's Office located in Bang
or and

combine Aroostook County's campuses
at
Fort Kent and Presque Isle under one
administration. The proposed legis
lation
would also make provisions for a
student
trustee position on each of the boar
ds of
trustees at the six campuses.
Chancelor Patrick McCarthy. initia
lly
caught unaware of the proposal, told
Curtis
and six other legislators assembled
at the
August 25 meeting he would refle
ct on
Curtis' suggestion, but would
have no
comment until after seeing a written
draft
of the legislation.
McCarthy later said Curtis' plan
ned
legislation "represents an effort to go
back
to the way things were 10 years ago,
to
separate institutions fighting their
sep-

Freshmen
face year
of triples

That. I am afraid, could represent a losin
g
situation for all concerned."
McCarthy also said the Super-U has
been able to offer more educational choic
es
to move students than was ever possible
under the old system.
The Super-U concept dates back to 1965
when the Maine Legislature appointed
an
advisory committee to do a study on highe
r
education in Maine. The committee, whic
h
became known as the Cole Committe
e.
submitted a report in early 1967 to the
governor, which recommended the
formation of a Super-U system.
The Special Session of the 103rd Main
e
Legislature passed the actual bill creating
the system in 1968. That legislation creat
ed
the Chancellor's Office and brou
(
•

Maine's five state teachers colleges
and
the Orono. Portland and Augusta
campuses under one administration.
Before 1968, the University of Maine had
branch campuses in Portland and Augu
sta.
all governed by a single board of trust
ees.
The five state teachers' colleges
were
governed by the State Board of Educa
tion.
The creation of the Super-U syst
em
resulted in a combination of these
two
boards into a single board of trust
ees.
The initial idea of a University of Main
e
system was for one system with
one
management. which would approach
the
legislature with one budget request,
and
would be less costly and more effic
ient.
continued on page 2

Collins muffs
registration

BY GAIL PLESSET

•'The Orono Campus is so short of
Many freshmen students discovered
housing for the fall semester that 99
they
were assigned to only one, two, or
per
three classes this semester rather than the
cent of the incoming 2,050 freshmen
and
five courses they registered for. Freshmen
many upperclassmen at the University of
face this dilemma because the Registrar's
Maine at Orono will he tripled tip in moms
Office has had a serious problem regis
designed for two people". said H. Ross
tering them this year.
Moriarty, director of residential life
at
New students were eliminated from their
UMO.
registered courses and no attempt was
The residential life office arranged
made to place them into any of their
campus housing for the 5.354 stude
alternate courses or to rearrange
nts
their
desiring it. There are 4807 students livin
selected courses because of lack of
g
time.
on the Orono campus while 547 stude
according to John Collins. for the
Univnts
ersity of Maine at Orono. He expla
live at Bangor community College (BCC
ined that
)
in an effort to economize. the registrar's
and must commute by bus to their Orono
Can you give ,me a
office is now computerizing the sched
t. lass -s.
uling
process. The office used to hire six
or eight
.The dormitories on the Orono camp
us
women to pull student registration
cards
are designed to accomodate 4,200
for six or eight weeks. By using
stuthe
dents. Therefore, there are about
comp
uter
. the office has saved $35,000
600
in
overcrowded rooms affecting 1800
the past three years.
students. Every bed is now taken at BCC.
The office faced a "temporary
setback"
when it lost their chief registration
UMO. and Stucco Lodge.
Nine concerts will be presented at the
person
produce interest in other equally important at
the beginning of June leaving
University of Maine at Orono this
BCC houses transfers. readmissions,
no
musical expressions.
year.
experienced people this summer.
including rock 'n roll. Jazz, folk,
two-year students and about 100 Oron
Nance
The concert series, with a $10,000 Fiske
o
was later hired as the new chief
classical guitar, brass quintet and
freshmen men. more men than women are
budget provided by the student activities regis
big
tration officer but in the intermitte
band.
nt
fund, has also scheduled more classical time,
tripled because there is more available
registration fell two weeks behind
Phil Spaulding. chairperson of
music this year to compensate
the
housing for women than men.
and
then
for
:was no time left to start trying to
concert Committee, said he has organ
the music department's budget cuts, which place
ized
Moriarty explained the trend is for
students in their alternate courses.
many types of musical concerts this
allow
s
year,
the
department only one concert this
students to remain on campus all four, rather than
Consequently. freshmen received incomemphasizing rock 'n roll,
year.
years. adding there are too many students
because he owed it to the students.
plete and inadequate schedules.
Spau
lding said he has not forgotten
enrolled, although there is a freeze on
A major problem, according
"Part of our responsibility is to give the
to Collins,
"good ol' rock 'n roll" either, and he
enrollment now. UMO President Howard
is was that 1200 students signed up for
people what they want. The other part
Eh 1
espec
ially looking forward to a John (Engl
of
Neville also noted the reason for so many
ish composition) which has room for
our responsibility is to give the people what
McLa
ughl
inShakt
i
concert.
triples is because fewer upper classmen
600. and too many students also regis
they don't want," Spaulding said. "In
tered
"I'd really like to see UMO have one
moved off campus this year.
big for Chi!(General Chemistry). If a stude
other words. I think we should expose
nt
conce
rt
this
year,
—
Spaulding said. "But lost both Eh I. a three
moved off campus this year.
people to new stuff. 1 found many people
credit course, and
we have a problem with space here.
I hated Ch 11, a four credit course, he
How did the fortunate one per cent
last year who were excited after hearing
lost seven
to do it. but I have already turned down
hours leaving about eight hours, proba
jazz or folk or classical guitar for the first
escape the tight living conditions? Some
bly
Steve Miller and Jackson Brown for
this two or three courses.
time."
students may have received medical
year because we have no space for
a
Collins noted. "Although 74 per cent
Spaulding believes by exposing the
of
concert that large."
exemptions. while others may have been
all university students did get
students to other forms of music, played
theft
Spaulding continued. "I would have
placed in a designated triple room with two
to
regis
tered courses. 50 pei cent of all
mostly by musicians of the same age and
charge students eight to nine dollars just
continued on paps 3
to freshmen did not get at least one
background as the students, it may
course
continued on pic•

Concert committee schedules
varied musical program

continued on 111
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After two years of renovation,
fogler Library is complete! Story
on page 12.

The Black Bears prepare for a
tough Canadian team in St.
Mary's. Story on page 22.
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•Super-U Attacked
continued

from pap

Speaking about his proposal to abolish
the University of Maine system. Curtis said
in an interview. "The Super-U was created
10 years ago. and it's time to give it a good,
hard look."
Curtis said if the university system were
abolished, each campus would have the
opportunity to make separate budget
proposals to the legislature.
He found it hard to believe the present
board of trustees could fully understand
the complexities of this system, and felt the
local interests of each of the campuses are
not well represented by this board of
trustees.
Curtis added the trustees are, ''led by
the administration more than they should
he.- He said it is very easy under the
present system with adequate funding.
One of the major advantages to his
proposal would he with separate trustee
boards representing each of the six
campuses. the number of people involved
in the budget request procedure would
increase by six fold. Curtis said. This, he
felt, would greatly increase the local
involvement in the budgetary process.
Curtis considered his chances of getting
the bill passed in the upcoming legislative
cession to be slim but said. "I think the
university would do better under my
proposal."

was surprised to see (.urtis'proposal and
though. regardless of the structure of the
system. Curtis' proposal was not the way to
go.
Neville said he feels there is a need for a
central board of trustees to facilitate
communications among campuses and
provide centraliied information for Maine's leaders planning for the future of
higher education.
When contacted this week. Neville
would not comment further on Curtis*
proposal. pending review of the actual
legislative document.
Curtis hopes to have a draft of the
legislation ready by the beginning of
No% ember. Concerning his proposed legislation. reds:veil some interesting suggestions.In response to Lynch's criticism that the
proposed legislation is merely an election
year polical move. Curtis said it was
beyond him why people refused to discuss
the issues during a campaign.

1 Commentary

I

Editors Note • This commentary hy Ted
Curtis was reprinted with the permission of
the Penobscot Times.

The reactions to my remarks sugHe added the response to his bill by gesting a change in the structure of
concerned citizens around the state was
the University of Maine have shown
generally favorable.
concern for the future of public
that
One strongly unfavorable reaction to
education
in Maine is still very much
Curtis' proposal, however, was voiced by
alive.
State Rep. Arthur Lynch, D-Livemore
Last spring, Rep. Rodney S. Quinn
Falls. Lynch, in an interview with the
Associated Press August 27th. charged. (D-Gorham)sponsored an order noting
"It is obvious that Curtis is playing into the "concern about the needs and mishands of a small, dissident group located at sions of individual campuses" and the
the Orono campus. It seems obvious that possibility of "Serious morale probthis is an election year statement designed
lems and uncertainty among the
to please this group who believe that a
faculty and employes of the universbreak-up of the Super-University system
would benefit the Orono campus at the ity.- The order passed the legislature
by a unanimous vote and the Performexpence of the others.Lynch. who is chairman of the leg- ance Audit Committee, of which I am a
islature's Education Committee, said some member, was assigned the task of
of the strongest supporters of the reporting on the "operations of the
university are located in places like University of Maine with the goal of
Machias and Fort Kent.
determining the effectiveness of curHe said these people are aware that a
rent organization and operational
break up of the university system would
policies."
leave them at the mercy of large voting
On August 25, the university
blocs in the legislature from Cumberland
Chancellor testified to the Perforand Penobscot Counties who would be
mance Audit Committee in Augusta
under considerable pressure to neglect
these areas at the benefit of Portland and
that an ad hoc committee of the
Orono.
university Board of Trustees would be
At a press conference Wednesday
examining alternatives for the future
Governor James Longley said Curtis
of the university structure, that public
deserves credit for proposing the split up of
hearings would be held by that
the seven-campus university into smaller
institutions. Longley said it was an idea
worth thinking about. But he said the
university should at the same time
consider creating an eVen larger educational agency by merging the university
with post-secondary vocational-technical
has both Work-Study
schools in the state.
and
Volunteer Paralegal
Longley would not comment further on
Positions Available for
the proposed break up of the university
system until an actual copy of the
1976-77. If interested
legislation was made available to him by
contact the Student Govt.
Curtis.
Office by Sept. 14,1976.
University of Maine at Orono President
Howard Neville said in a Bangor Daily
News interview published August 28th he

committee and that suggestions would
be welcome. That seemed an appropriate time for me to recommend that the
ad hoc committee should consider
reforming the basic structure of the
university, and to announce my plan to
introduce legislation at the next
legislative session to rejuvenate public
higher education.

Specifically, I propose to:
• eliminate the office of chancellor
and disband the present single board
of trustees:
• establish a board of trustees for
the campuses at Augusta. Farmington. Fort Kent and Presque Isle
Combined, Machias, Orono-Bangor,
and Portland Gorham. Those activities
presently administered by the chancellor and the trustees, such as the
Maine Public Broadcasting Network
and the Computer Center, I propose to
include in the administration of the
campus where they are located.
Continuing Education would continue
to be the responsibility of each campus
in its geographic area.
• expand the membership of the
Post-secondary Education Commission
(PECOM) to include at least one
member of each board of trustees ana
assign PECOM the duty of monitoring
campus development to avoid unnecessary duplication.
The legislation is in the initial
drafting stages. I am eager to recieve
additional ideas for improvement.
I explained to the chancellor and the
chairman of the board of trustees that I
plan to introduce that legislation for
two basic reasons. First, constituents
have requested such legislation to
eliminate the centralized bureaucracy

of the university: I feel strongly that
citizens of Maine should always have
the right to initiate legislation. Secondly. after six years of frustration
while fighting for university support. I
have decided that a basic change in
university structure is neccessary if
the institution is to survive as one with
high standards of academic accomplishment and service to Maine. For the
past several years. I have made
speeches warning of the loss of
excellent faculty if the low salaries
were not increased. Instead, for each
of the past two years. the legislature
has reduced the university's budget.
This summer so many professors are
leaving or looking for positions elsewhere that the situation can aptly be
flight'
deBsrecribau"seaso.urlasctualttey
rs
'ity has
been the pride of Maine, because it
receives a substantial state sudsidy of
about a$n3y5 ma,
m
ofillOurion ay o
ye
uanrg, apnedo pbleecaaunsd
e
citizens depend on it, its future is an
appropriate area of concern for the
legislature.
The university in recent years has
spoken with a very weak voice in
Augusta. The fundamental fault I
believe, is twofold. First the primary
spokesmen for the university ;are
well-paid administrators. The legislators who listen discount the statements
made as self-interested. Secondly, the
impact of volunteer trustees is minimal. There are relatively few trustees
to speak for seven campuses and their
job is huge. As a trustee of a small
institution, Unity College, I have much
sympathy for the plight of a trustee,
upon whose time demands are great. If
the numbers of trustees were increased and their geographic areas of
responsibilities decreased, they would
be much more effective.

I TheDukesays.:Steak
outtillsgrad
atthe

SS

wasoe

Student Legal
Services

NEW!!
Black Diamond Steak Special

"You're tried the rest now try the best!"

Try a "DONNA'S SPECIAL"
four types of meat, three types of cheese
loaded with lots of vegetables.
small $.95

The Black Diamond Steak...
special cut of western steak
prepared with a secret blend
of herbs, spices, and
marinade.

Black Diamond Steak,rolls,

french fries, and all the salad
you can eat from the salad

barrel.. .52.75

large $1.60

Hours
5:30 am - 6 pm Mon, Wed, Sat
5:30 - 9 pm Thurs, Fri
11-6 Sunday

Pf
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Anthro museum theft
still under investigation
There are still no "firm" suspects in
connection with the August 15th theft of
515,000 worth of Eskimo sculpture,
soapstone, whale bone, and ivory hone
from the anthropology museum, according
to Detective Millie Cannon of the University Police.
Cannon said the department is presently
interviewing local residents who might
have noticed something or someone
suspicious the night of the theft. They have
also contacted other museums which own
items similar to those stolen and requested
they pay special atention to anyone asking
for information about Eskimo artifacts.
Inquiries are also being made at a
Gloucester. Massachusetts museum, which was robbed one week after the Orono
robbery. The methods used for both
robberies were similar said Cannon.
The anthropoloty museum, which is
located on the top floor of South Stevens,
was broken into at anvroxomately 6 n.m.
Five glass cases were broken and the locks
were destroyed on one of the cases. The
thieves were apparently interrupted by
the custodian who heard glass breaking in
the museum. said Professor Richard
Emerick. chairman of the anthropology
department. The thieves left through the
back staircase but dropped several tools
and gloves on their way out. If the thieves
had not been disturbed. "they could have
stolen considerably more." said Emerick.
The stolen items were owned by the
university. Emerick. and individual collectors who loaned them to the museum.
Although they could bring S15,000 if sold.
they are rare and "really couldn't be
replaced for any amount of money." said
Emerick. They were partially insured
though. he added.
Emerick believes the thieves already had
a market for the items before the theft
occurred. "Collectors will say, 'I'm looking
for such and such, and the thieves will go
out and get them," he said. The items

•Triples

stolen %vete very marketable, he added.
Since the robbery, the museum has been
closed until an adequate security system is
installed and restoration is completed to
damaged showcases. The University Police
haN e made recommendation for further
security, similar to that used in the
bookstore. including an alarm that rings in
the police station. Also, the museum will
be open now only when an attendant is in
the museum. After a student is hired to
work in the museum, "hopefully by next
week." the museum will re-open. said
Emerick.

upperclass students and one failed to come
hack or decided to live in an apartment.
fraternity or elsewhere.
Last year SO per cent of the freshmen
were tripled, but all that requested it were
broken down by the end of the first
semester. This year most triples will
probably last through the end of the year.
however some will be broken down the first
week of school. As students move off
campus for whatever reason, the room
spaces will be filled by students wishing to

transter from BCC to U. MO. Students do
receive a 20 per cent rebate on the cost of
rot,in for the period of time they are tripled.
Moriarty said no students hay e been
placed in unusual places, such as laundry.
rooms this year.
Students yyere.told of the oYercrowded
situation at student orientation this summer. Moriarty said, — People adjust and
manage.— 1-k added. after World War 11,
students even Iked in basements and any
other available rooms due to overcrowded
conditions.

=YOU HEAR
THE ONE ABOUT
THE REVERSE
POLISH
NOTATION?

The story goes that this guy walked
into a college bookstore and bought a
calculator that worked backwards,
or sideways,or something.
But once he got the hang of it,
he found that Reverse Polish Notation
meant he worked with only two numbers
at a time,solving the most complex
sequence calculations quicldy,

accurately and naturally.
The machine of all these and many
other marvels is the Model 4510
(the "Mathematician")from National
Semiconductor. Suggested retail
under $25.
And that's no joke.

National Semiconductor

ge,RD
-AT S'`
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Crepe Sole

For Back To Campus

IVY
HARNESS
In Rust Antiqued Leather
Narrow I Medium Widths

a
ii

22
5 WAYS
TO BUY
•Cosh•Charge
•aub Coupons
•Mostor Chorg•
•BonkAntstricord

In Tan or Black
1-Strap
Narrow it M•ditim Widths

22
Standard Shoes is where its at with Super Erika Crepe sole
Back To Campus shoes. Great new looks at prices that
are affordable in this day and age. Fitted right by
Standard People, the Erika fitting experts.
Try on a pair, soon.

STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR•AIRPORT MALL•BROADWAY•PRESQUE ISLE•WATERVILLE

HGEY
With Whr Sole
In Antiqued Ian Leather
Narrow & Medium Widths
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Fraternity almost closes

Student elections set

Students may register as candidates
for
election to the General Student
Stevens said this problem was worked
Senate,
beginning Wednesday September
out and Sigma Chi is, "now open,
15 in the
Student Government Office in the
operating, and has high hopes for the
Memorial Union. The election will
future."
be held
September 22.
''It was true at the time, but the day the
Student government President
press release from the Maine Public
Dan
O'Leary said he hopes for an active
Information Center was sent out, it was
senate
this year, saying student gover
rescinded," Stevens said of the announcenment
hopes to get out there and encou
ment that Sigma Chi would be closed this
rage
students to run for election.
fall.
O'Leary said he hopes to see the Senat
According to Glenn Seaverns. president
e
act on the platform he and Vice-Presi
of Sigma Chi, the main reason the local
dent
Diane Elie ran on last spring. He
house corporation was going to close them
wants
more input into the university
down concerned a rent bill the house owed
system by
to the corporation.
student% and more committee invol
vement.
"We thought that had been cleared up in
He said the Senate should call for
the spring.— said Seaverns. After the
committee reports and oversee some of the
house was notified they were going to be
committees. He would also like to see
a
closed, the members checked up on the
very active Senate with a lot of contac
t
bill, paid it. and the house was reopened.
between student senators and their
Reasons such as grades and the
constituents. O'Leary said that he would
condition of the house were minor, said
like "a highly visible senate, so people
will
Seaverns.— He added. "That's not
their
seek out their senators and speak
to
anyone can see this house is in good
them."
shape."
Seaverns said there are 38
To generate activity, senators will
members living in the house now, and
be
requir
ed to serve on one committee this
that's enough to handle expenses for the
year instead of two as in the past. O'Lea
year.
ry
said under this system there will be more
opportunity for other students to becom
e
involved in committee work.

First it was open. Then it wasn't. Then
it was. So goes the recent plight of th(
local chapter of the Sigma Chi Fraternity at
UMO.
It all started several weeks ago when the
local house corporation of Sigma Chi voted
to close the local chapter house, located on
fraternity row off College Avenue, effective
immediately.
The Sigma Chi house, although situated
on land owned by UMO. is the property of
the local house corporation.
House corporation members informed
university officials that the move had been
initiated on a temporary basis because the
local chapter, established in 1902. had
drifted away from what they felt was the
real meaning of fraternity life.
House corporation members also expressed disappointment in the chapter's
overall scholastic grade point average, the
condition of thy house and the lack of
painent of some rentals.
All Sigma Chi members planning to live
in the house this semester were notified by
fraternity officials that the house would be
closed and efforts were being made to
relocate residents in other university
housing.
But a few days after the official
announcement was made concerning the
Sigma Chi closing, house corporation
members decided to open the house for
occupancy this fall after all.
Earle Stevens. president of the Sigma
Chi housing corporation. said that representatives of the corporation, in conjunction with representatives of the national
and local chapters of Sigma Chi. were able
to work out an understanding which made
the closing of the house unnecessary.
Stevens said the main problem facing
the local Sigma Chi house was that a
minimum of 38 to 40 residents were needed
in the house for financial reasons, but only
32 members were planning to live in the
house this semester.

Freshly-Cut Flowers
Tropical Plants
imported Gifts

tefloist

To promote student involvement on the
%arious committees, a pamphlet describing
the committees and application forms will
be placed in dorms, cafeterias and the
union for students.
A Committee on
Committees, formed last year by the
Senate, will nominate people from the
applications.
The pamphlet describes the lb student
government committees, 18 committees of
the administration and 7 committees of the
Council of Colleges. Committees range
from academic affairs to the University of
Maine at Orono Children's Advisory
Board,
All UMO students are eligible to apply
for committee membership or seek election
to the Student Senate. The number of
students to be elected from each dorm
complex or from off campus will be decided
next week when the final breakdown of
enrollment is known. O'Leary said.
Student government is operated by a lb
member executive committee which the
Senate approved last spring.
The
committee is comprised of O'Leary. Elze, 7
board chairmen, the treasurer, executive
assistant and 5 senators from last year,
who will meet early next week.
O'Leary said students could contact the
Senate office for the exact time and
location of the meeting.

Something's New ...

It's Beautiful Music, Beautiful List
en;ng
6a.m. to 12 midnight daily.

wpbc•kiil

TEL: 806-2100
46 Main St., Orono
OPEN
MON-SAT,9-51111

dial 92. 9 mhz.
STEREO 93 beautiful rause

Quik Pls.FRodland86 -4 05
Welcomes

University of Maine
Students and Faculty
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BY UMO MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
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ENSEMBLES
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The areas largest beverage outlet has:
Hard Liquors
Fortified Wines
Table Wine

Beer by 6 pack, case
or barrel
Complete tap rentals
Meat and Produce,
Groceries

Drive or walk. We're conveniently located on Park St., Orono,
and we're open 365 days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sell until midnight
Monday thru Saturday

Hours:
Sun thru Wed.-8 am to 11 pm
Thurs thru Sat-8 am to 12 pm

A GREAT WAY TO
BELONG
PARTICIPATE
ENJOY
DROP BY 123 LORD HALL
FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES
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Archaeological report
may have affect on
Dickey-Lincoln decision
Indians probably used the St. John River
Valley primarily as a place for brief
stopovers either on hunting trips or
enroute elsewhere, according to Dr. David
Sanger, University of Maine at Orono
archaeologist.
Sanger and other university faculty and
students have been compiling an inventory
of historical and archaeological remains
this summer in the St. John Valley area of
the proposed Dickey-Lincoln dam project.
The nine member team covered several
hundred miles of shoreline from 3une 14
through Aug. 5.
Sanger and his crew are working on an
Environmental Impact Study designed to
illustrate the negative and postive aspects
of building the Dickey-Lincoln dams in
northern Maine.
Sanger's assignment is to assess the
historical significance of the area, looking
for Indian settlements. etc. Other groups
will assess the geological and social economic impact of building a dam on the
the St. John River.
The idea for the dam was conceived in
the 1930's by the government and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, but at the time
the expense of the dam was not worth the
benefits it would provide.
'In 1965 it was re-evaluated, and since
the ratio was 181 to 1 in favor of the
benefits. Congress decided to begin with
an Environmental Impact statement before
deciding to definitely go ahead with the
project. That study is being compiled now.
It Congress later decides to go ahead
with the project, it will be designed, built
and managed by the Corps of Engineers.
There will be a two mile long dam at the
Dickey Settlement, and a smaller dam at
Lincoln Schoolhouse Settlement to handle
the overflow from the big dam.
The building of the dams is a
controversial issue in this state.
The power at the dam plant would be
used to generate power all over New
England and could supply 10 per cent of
the peaking power needed regionally by
the mid-198.0's. However, the dam itself
would drown 53 miles of the St. John River,
one of our few remaining wild rivers, and
cover 88.000acres of forestland with a huge
artificial lake.
"Because so many signigicant
anthropological sites are threatened areas
," Sanger
said. "Archaeologists must consta
ntly
compromise." The team tried to distinguish the sites with the most potential
to
yield useful information about previous
inhabitation of the area, Sanger said.
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Sanger said that at least 30 significant
sites have been pinpointed this summer.
About half of these warrant future study.
Because of their use as transient bases
most of the Indian sites discovered are
small, he said, except for the one at the
mouth of the Big Black River which is
already on the National Register of Historic
Places.

Certain spots were selected from aerial
photographs prior to departure because ot
the vast area under study. The field team
then used these predictions to search for
likely spots. digging holes in the area to
find evidence of earlier habitation.
"The expedition yielded no particular
surprises," said Sanger, who has studied
the St. John River area since 1968.
The 10-day on, 4-day off schedule
required dependable equipment, endurance and patience. Sanger estimated
the group covered four or five miles of
shoreline each day on foot.
An unusually rainy summer added to the
difficulties Sanger and his crew encountered. "We expected the water level to
subside as the summer progressed,"
Sanger said. "but instead, the water level
rose continually throughout our trip
because of the rain."

Need a house?
Buy a home.

Beautiful new home; raised
ranch, 2 miles from University,
will decorate to buyers taste,
Nice Residential area!

Before you buy anywhere see
our new homes.
You'll love them.

BORKOWSKI
AGENCY
Real Estate Broker
429 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town
Tel:201-827-2975
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The foliage along the river was unusually
dense and black flies and other insects
harassed the crew. "The students learned
a lot of things that the classroom doesn't
equip you for," Sanger said.

social and political climate in 1978 or 1979
when a final decision should be made.
"The availability of gas and oil will
be
primary factors in the deision. although
alternative power sources may be discovered by that time. Sanger said.

The St. John is one of the major rivers of
the northeast. Sanger said, representing a
last chance to take a look at a major
watershed undamaged by major dams. The
river is wide, clean and meandering. The
water is drinkable and occassional classfour rapids offered a challenge to Sanger's
crew when they travelled by canoe.

Faculty members working YY ith Sanger
were Robert Mackay, teaching associate in
anthropology. and Dr. Robson Bonnichsen
of the anthropology department. Dr.
Robert Bradley. director of the Lincoln
County Historical Society, was a consultant.

The group vacated the area just before
Hurricane Belle dumped torrential rain in
the region. Many bridg,..s were wiped out
by flooding. Sanger said, and all land
vehicles and passengers were temporarily
stranded.
Sanger will now prepare a report. due
in
October. which will include a detailed
plan
of how to rescue or salvage the historic
and
archaeological cites studied.
Sanger believes the future of the St.
John River area and the Dickey-Linco
ln
dam proposal depends on the econo
mic.

Discount with
Student ID

Student members of the crew were Guy
Moura of Rangeley, Chris Borstel of
Washington, D.C.. Peter Andersen of
Stilwater, John Callahan of Alexandria.
Va., Douglas Schnurrenburger of Silver
Springs. Md. and Randall Mason of
Burlington, Vt.
Guide Roy Gardner of Allagash assist
ed
with the logistics of travel and
setting up
field camps. while Dr. Marshall Ashle
y and
Dr. Harold Borns, both UMO faculty,
aided
in expedition planning and preparations
.
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And square roots and reciprocals
and powers and Pi and three addressable
accumulating memories and four-level
"rollable" stack and trig functions and
mode selection and rectangular/polar
coordinate conversion and log functions
and scientific or engineering notation
and floating decimal and statistical and
percent functions and 10 digit mantissa.

And what more could you ask for
in a calculator?
Especially one that sells at your
campus store for a suggested price of
under $85.
The Model 4640 from National
Semiconductor.

MNational Semiconductor
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A series of mistakes made by a few people who did not take time to check
their facts before slurring the name of a good university may have damaged
the name of that good university.
In August, the College of the Atlantic in Bar Harbor ran an ad in the
"Chronicle of Higher Education" fora history teacher who could teach from a
variety of perspectives particularly "combining synchronic and diachronic
analysis of events in a transcultural and holistic made mode."
Paul Simon, a congressman from Illinois, also a former publisher and
professor, picked up on this ad, which one of his aides informed him was put
out by the University of Maine.
Without checking this fact, Simon dedicated one of his weekly newsletters
to the subject of history at the University of Maine. This newsletter, which
began,"Dont't study history at the University of Maine!" went out on the
UPI wire, and was carried by [among others] the Washington Post, the
Portland Press Herald, and the Bangor Daily News- the only paper I know of
which had the good sense and journalistic Integrity to call the University of
Maine's history department and ask them If they wrote the ad.
Simon said in his newsletter,"the teacher who responds to that ad will
undoubtedly be the next dullest teacher of history in Maine--exceeded only by
the teacher who wrote the ad." He went on to explain that such teachers are
ruining the profession of history.
He also said he supports expanding governmental financial assistance to
universities, but those universities must realize they have an "obligati..in to
see that in all fields a touch of reality is present, whether it is the field of
history or whatever."
These are fine sentiments, we all must agree wtih Mr. Simon, even if he
may be reading too much into a few long complicated words.
Simon ends his newsletter with,"As Maine goes, we hope the nation does
not go." When Simon was informed he had made a mistake, that the
University of Maine was not involved, he apologized to the chairman of the
department of history at UMO, William Jeffrey, but the apology does not
make up for the fact that many people had seen the article and had already .
fixed an idea in their mind, "History-blah, University of Maine,-blah."
So Simon made a mistake, he hurt us a little, he apologized. The Bangor
Daily News did not use the original UPI story criticizing the history
department, they did nowever, run the facts and the Simon's apology.
On the other hand, the Portland Press Herald would get an F In any UMO
journalism course. Not only did they run Simon's original newsletter on
September 5, without checking the facts, they ran it four days after the Bangor
Daily had published Simon's apology (we suppose the Portland Paper read
the Bangor Daily, which has the largest circulation of any paper in Maine],
and- the clincher - they used the headline "This solon wouldn't send his son
to UM Orono" when Orono was never specifically mentioned in the story!
Is the Portland paper trying to throw a little dirt at our university? I hear
they dream of making Portland-Gorham the major UM unlversityc,.:4,
Regardless, they published a mighty sloppy piece of journalism. William
Jeflreys sent a letter to the editor of the Hearald saying "I am shocked,
angered, and disappointed at the editorial policy, the lack of journalistic
integrity, of common sense, of caring for the welfare of the state of Maine,

Commmentary
by Ken Holmes
Orono Senator Ted Curtis' recent
proposal to abolish the SuperUniversity system in Maine is a
serious one, and warrants careful
consideration by the Maine Legislature.
The University of Maine system
was established by the legislature in
1968 amidst high hopes of greater
efficiency, both in terms of administration and money. Many legislators
felt at the time that enough money
could be saved to warrant the
additional expenditures which would
he incurred through the creation of a
Chancellor's Office.
Now, eight years later, we have to
question the performance to date of
Super-University
the
system.
Granted, we have a Chancellor's
Office. As was spelled out under the
initial legislation. Granted, too, the
system's seven campuses all approach
the
Maine Legislature
through the Chancellor's Office and
a single Board of Trustees, as was
also spelled out in the initial

exhibited by your publication." My sentiments exactly.

I

Commentary
by Mary Hamilton

No housing

She sat gazing out the windshield of her
makeshift home, one leg flung unceremoniously over the console, the other one
balancing off the outside mirror. Her
typewriter was strapped to the steering
wheel, and each return of the carriage
meant a new black and blue mark on her
knee.
But even the pain incurred from her
pretzel-like position was not enough to
dissuade her from her mission; the world
had to know the shocking truth.
She sighed, leaning back into the bucket
seat and throwing her hands in the air, as if
to draw some invisible inspiration into her
itching fingers. But all she could conjure
up was scenes from all those damned
disaster movies. Earthquakes, sinking
ships, towering infernos.
She'd seen them all so many times that
Charleton Heston seemed like a blurt- on
her memory.

I

But none were so ghastly as the situation
facing her now. She'd rather dodge a
million hungry sharks, or try to survive a
plane crash in the Andes, than confront her
dilemma.
Four Michelin tires do not a foundation
make, and necessity had forced her to go
hunting for...."The Apartment".
Nothing fancy, mind you, just a place to
hang the old muck-rake every night.
So she fearlessly wheeled the black
Camaro over to CRAP (College Real Estate
and Apartment Procurers), a local conglomerate dedicated to the alternative
housing needs of the UMO student body,
and a subsidiary of Engulf & Devour, Inc.
Walking into the crowded waiting room
'midst moans of despair, she was quickly
ushered into an office by two salesmen,

can't next page

was to have been the university's
savior.
So, along comes Ted Curtis and
his plan to abolish the University of
Maine system. In place of the
present monster, Curtis proposes a
system incorporating six separate
administratins and Trustee Boards,
each of which would present budget
requests directly to the legislature.
Frankly, although we're disappointed with the performance of
the present system, we have to
disagree with Curtis' proposal, even
though Curtis seems to recognize
most of the system's pressing
problems and inadequacies.
We'd like to give the Super-U
concept another try The original
idea was a good one, good enough to
warrant a second attempt. But the
ground rules have to be changed, so
the State of Maine can truly attempt
to achieve the worthy goals associated with the Super-U.
If the system can be set on the
right track, the State of Maine might
be on the way towards achieving a
superior university system. Various
cost savings, particularly along
administrative lines, might finally be
realized, meaning more money for
the education of Maine students.
Ted Curtis proposal deserves
because
consideration,
then,
through debate on his bill the
legislature will be forced to come to
grips with the failings of Super-U
over the last eight years. Only
through such debate can positive
actin be taken to set the university
back on the road to the achievement
of Super-U's finer points and

But with a budget approaching
three-quarters of a million dollars,
we sincerely have to question the
worth of the present chancellor's
office. Many glorious plans went
along with the original Super-U
concetp, including plans of standardized tuition among campuses,
uniformly transferable credits. Much
talk centered around the possibility
that each campus in the system
would come to specialize in a
particular educational area.
The Chancellor's Office, which
was to have brought about such promises.
changes has proven itself utterly
Curtis' proposal would pit each of
incapable-or unwilling-to do so. And the campuses against one another in
so, eight years later, much of the talk a potentially bloody battle for
ab out the advantages of the Super-U funding. As much as we'd hate to
have turned out to be only talk.
see the happen, it might result in
The Super-U, in its eight years, more money for all, or at least for
has thus grown into a system very deal old UMO.
diffrent from what was originally
Additional funding might also be
envisioned by most. Instead of seven achieved through the righting of
campuses each with certain special- Super-U woes, the Maine Legisities, the system has seven four-year lature willing. So, too, the legislature
schools each offering a wide range of willing, could the more ambitious'
courses. Transferable credits and concepts associated with Super-U
standarized tuition rates have not which would fall by the wayside
materialized. The chancellor's office, under Curtis' proposal be saved.
in the eyes of the many observers,
We'll go along with a second try at
has presented an overly-weak case to Super-U, provided the legislature
the Maine legislature come appro- comes to grips with the obvious
priations Lime. Many observers, failings of the present system and
quite bluntly, even place the respon- takes positive actin in its upcoming
sibility for the University of Maine's session.
Otherwise, we'll be all for Ted
current budgetary woes on the lap of
Curtis'
proposal, if only for selfthe very Chancellor's Office which
preservation.
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Letters

forced into a velvet chair and showed an
array of photographs featuring the current
listings.
One eight by ten glossy happened to
catch her eye, and a careful study proved to
bear out her worst thoughts: it was a
picture of the new Alfond Hockey Arena.
"What the hell is this?" she queried the
landlord barons.
''Oh, that's our newest listing. It sleeps
1500 on the off-season. Our introduction to
communal living, you might say," offered
one.
"But that's a skating rink, man!" she
screamed.
"Yeah, but if the guy in lot #C43 sleeps
with his knees bent, there's room for a
Hibachi."...
''You're all crazy,' she cried, getting up
to leave.
"We'll throw a free season's pass and a
semester's worth of popcorn..." he said,
following her out the door.
But she had already started her mobile
home, and was well on her way to see the
infamous Mrs. Whipplebottom. It was her
last hope.
The sign "Rooms for Rent'' was hinged
over the doorway of the white stucco
manse, and the flower-lined pathway led
her directly to the sweet little old lady
sitting in the rocking chair.
"Mrs. Whipplebottom?"
The woman rocked in her chair. A large
Tom cat had appeared from behind the
railing, and she started to fondle it.
All of a sudden she furrowed her brow,
and glared long and hard at the distraught
St udent.
'Do you smoke, drink, cuss. perform
lewd and lascivious acts with men, cook
cabbage more than once a week, play that
rotten rock and roll, sing in the shower,
hold evangelist meetings. practice Yoga, or
have any affiliation to certain dissident
factions which stand to impinge on the
rights and freedoms of a liberty-loving •
America?'' she asked incredulously.
"Ah, no ma'am. I write commentaries
for the school paper, and I'm usually too
busy for—"
"How about Mary Hartman....you watch
Mary Hartman?"
"Ah...not really. Once in a while I can
gct into Starsky and Hutch "
"Oh my God!" she winced, looking at
her cat. ''Cop shows are just too much for
poor Rothschild here. The sound of bullets
makes him upset. Why, just last week
during a repeat of S.W.A.T. he let go all
over my Swedish Ivy..."
"But, madame," she intervened, "I'm
desperate for a place to live...I have to live
in my car! I have pantyhose strung all over
the rear-view mirror—"
''Tough luck, kid, I'm booked solid.'
With that, the disheartened young writer
turned back to the street, eyeing the
caravans of her comrades who drove
sullenly to the university. They had rooms
in the dormitories, but once again, they
would be tripled, cramped, suffocated into
submission.
And then she looked back at her Camaro
parked behind it all. Maybe if she added
a few curtains, installed a bar..
and the hot air pumped in from the
administrative offices, the Blaine mansion
and the dormitories full of sweltering
bodies, through a pipe in the trunk, would
surely keep her warm through the long
Maine winter..."

Record.Inittreilionises
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To the editor:
If you will kindly grant me some
space for one more time, I would like
to extend my farewell to students and
others with whom I have been
associated over the past eight years.
As shown in one of the last issues of
the Campus last spring, I and many
colleagues have been laboring under
many frustrations that have culminated in our leaving UMO. I had no
idea at that time that my departure
would be so sudden, but, alas,
opportunity knocked that was too good
to turn down. And so I have left.
I have little else to say to former
students, other than it has been fun
and I hope that you keep me posted on
any key events you feel are worthy of
sending on. To those 80 or so students
who had preregistered for my courses
and
"The Cosmos of History"
"War", I apologize for letting you
down. For the former, I urge you to
take Professor Pliskoff's astronomy
course, realizing that he not only
knows his stuff but actually had the
interest to audit ''The Cosmos of
History" one year. You can't beat that
kind of dedication. AS for "War", just
read the daily newspaper )!) and of
course a certain book written by yours
truly.
Wanting to take a more direct part
in the life of the nation. I have
re-entered the Federal government
and in the vicinity of the Big Apple,
New York City, where much happens
in every walk of life, not least good

Commentary

swinging music. On that score, I hope
that more of you will teach other
ballroom dancing and bring in some
good dance and jazz bands to keep you
hopping.
I have always been a firm believer in
competition, which is one reason I
have left, having received a more
competitive offer, and is also why I
oppose unions and believe in capitalistic America.
For a variation on
Socrates, the unchallenged life is not
worth living.
I urge all students to take history
courses in order to broaden your grasp
of the human condition (including your
own); to try to communicate more
directly with the faculty (cheers to the
Beta house for its annual feed!): to
judge your profs not by how easily they
grade you; to buy a dictionary and use
it to improve your spelling; and to
expect the best from your teachers and
your government. Like anything, good
education costs money, a point the
state legislature finds hard to grasp.
My family and I will always treasure
our fond memories of this wonderful
place, and thank so many of you for
helping to create them for us. Good
luck to you all, and do write if the spirit
moves you.
Farewell,
Clark G. Reynolds
Head
Department of Humanities
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Kings Point, New York 11024

Less aid,rising costs
pressures students
Many University of Maine at Orono
students are paying the higher school costs
with less financil aid. A tuition increase, a
new health fee and other rising costs plus a
51.430,000 cut in federal student aid
assistance, along with the fact there are
more students has meant a reduction in
financial aid for some UMO students.
John Madigan, director of student aid
said there's "not enough money now to
take up the increased need:* Last year the
gap between what a student needs and
what the financial aid office tried to provide
was 5150. This Year it is about 5250.
Costs for in-state students are up about
5200. while out-of-state students pay about
S400 more according to Madigan.
While the financial aid office has tried to
meet the needs of all students who are
eligible for aid. Madigan said there may be
as many as 150 students who applied late
and have not received any aid because the
finds are not available now. He said the

If you are a student at the University of
Maine, and your wallet feels unusually
light, it may be because expenses at the
university are rising rapidly in almost
every area.
Even before reaching UMO, students
witnessed an increased tuition of 5100 for
in-staters and 5200 for out-of-staters. Their
bill also noted a new 514 Health Fee as well
as a room and board increase of 5100.
Once on campus. car owning students
immediately noticed the price of the 55
parking permit. was up 80 per cent over
last year.
Those students buying books this year
will also be hit by what Tome, general
manager of the University Bookstore,
described as, "The worse increase in book
prices and costs for student I've seen in
seven years.''
For the competitive minded, the Athletic
Department has held down all fees for
athletic events. hut the price for a semester
of swimming has increased from 55 to 510.
The careless science students don't
escape either, as the price of scientific
equipment has risen drastieally. The cost
of damages over those alloys ed on the
breakage cards has skyrocketed.
And for those who like ham sandwiches
and coffee at the Bears Den, costs skill also
be higher this year. Both foods are to
increase by fiy e cents this semester, whide
other food prices remain the same.
The inerease in fees is generally
attributed to a University budget cut of
S1.600.000, a salary increase for all UMO
employ ecs of 8.8 per cent, rising costs, and
supply shortages and changes.
I no ersity departments see little chance
financial relict from the state, so if our
yy dlet feels funny in its empty condition,
stuff it o ith
this
newspaper

exact number will not be known until final
registration figures are complete.
Madigan said last year at this time. the
Student Aid Office was able to assist manv
of the people who had applied as late as
August. He said the waiting list noyy goes
back to people who applied in .lone. July
and August.
Feyyer federal funds arc the major cause
of reduced financial aid. There are less
work-study funds. National Direct Student
Loans and Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants than there were last year.
U MO also received a S750.000 supplcmental work-study grant last year Yy hich
WaN not renewed.
Work study. funds for the Year total
S1,456.000. That's dln% n 5869,000 from last
car's 52:04.000 figure, mainly due to the
loss of the supplemental funding.
National Direct Student Loans are down
$240.000 from last year's 51,126.000.
Supplemental Grants were reduced by
SI19,000 to S(.232,000.

UMO received 5122,000 from the
legislature to use for student aid. Madigan
said the amount of money students receive
from the Basic Education Opportunity
Grants has increased because students pay
higher tuition and mere students are
for more money.
Last year the total monies received by
students from the Basic Education Opportunity. grant svas S1,390.00 This year the
amount is already over 51.600,000 and will
probably increase. Madigan said students
has e until March of 1977 to apply for funds
under this program. This is the first year
all four classes are eligible to apply tor the
grants. Prey iously, only freshmen, sophomores and juniors could apply.
Madigan said about 3,600 students. are
receiving aid this year. Aid packages are
figured by formulas and estimated average
educational cost.
Madigan said there is no way to know
hoo much money the finanol aid office will
recek e from year to year. Each year the
department must apply yyith other schools
across the country for aid froni the federal
programs. The amount as ailable is diy ided
among those applying.
Madigan does not belie% e more students
this year applied for financial aid. But he
said more of those who applied were
eligible because of the increased tuition
costs.
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Hewlett-Packard wrote the book on
advanced pocket calculators.
And it's yours free!
Hewlett-Packard built the world'sfirst
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And
led the way ever since.
If you're about to invest in your first
pocket calculator—one that will serve you
through college and beyond—you'll need all
the information you can get to make a wise
decision.That's why Hewlett-Packard's put
together an objective, informative 24-page
guide entitled,"What To Look For Before You
Buy An Advanced Calculator" And it's
yours—Free!
In it you will find such helpful information as: A survey of types of calculators
available; Programming;Logic systems; Applications; Functions; Features; Construction;
Accessories; Memory; Service and much,
much more.
Get your free copy of"What To Look
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator;'
at your campus bookstore or telephone
800-538-7922(in Calif. 800-662-9862)

toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PRESENTS
THE FIRST FAMILY OF
ADVANCED CALCULATORS.
HP-21 Scientific.
New low price. $80.00*
The HP-21 makes short work of the
technical calculations even so-called "nontechnical" courses require. If you need a calculator for more than simple arithmetic
—this is it—especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
• Addressable memory

•Performs all standard log and trig functions
(in radians or degrees).
•Performs rectangular/polar conversion,
regisLer arithmetic and more.
•Two selectable display modes: Fixed point
and scientific.
•Lowest-priced HP Scientific calculator.

HP-22 Business Management
$165.00*
The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of
calculations you face in business courses today,
in management tomorrow. Breeze through
business math calculations. Build existing
statistical data into reliable forecasts. If you're
going into business administration, this is
the calculator for you.
•Combines financial, mathematical and
statistical capabilities.
•Performs complex time-value-of-money
computations including interest rates.
•Performs rates of return and discounted
cash flows for investment analysis.
•Performs extended percent calculations,
accumulated interest, amortization, etc.
•Ten addressable memories.
•Full decimal display control.

HP-25C Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory.
$200.00*

student faces. What's more, its Continuous
Memory capability lets you retain programs
and data even when it's turned off.
•Continuous memory capability.
•72 built-in functions and operations.
•Keystroke programmability.
•Branching,conditional test and full editing
capability.
•Eight addressable memories.
•We also offer the HP-25,(without the Continuous Memory feature)for $145.00':'

HP-27 Scientific/Plus
$200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student —whose course work extends into
business administration.The reason: It
features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat and financial functions.That's why
we've dubbed it our Scientific/Plus.
•28 pre-programmed exponential, log and
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10
financial functions— 53 in all.
• 10 addressable memories— 20 memories
in all.
•6 selective clearing options give you flexible
use of memories.
•Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering
display formats. '

The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can solve automatically the repetitive
problems every science and engineering

What to look for before you buyan
advanced calailatoi
SI 13
LI LI CI
MI El El
CI MI

11117—..71

HEWLETT

PACKARD
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Amomi111111111111111111111111111111.1111mw
'Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes— Continental U S . Alaska and Hawaii
616/29

Sales and service from 172 offices ,n 65 countries
Dept. 658C. 19310 Nuneridge Avenue. Cupertino. CA 95014.
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MUAB movies- in review
Exorcist

I

from page 1
they signed up for." Next year's goal is to
satisfy 85 per cent of all students.
When an upperclassmen preregisters,
the computer runs the card through. lithe
card does not run through due to
scheduling conflicts, class sections are
changed or alternate courses are tried. As
courses fill up. the registrar's office reports
this to the particular departments and
often more sections are opened.
Collins hopes to be able to use this
%%stem for 1977 freshmen next summer.
lie noted that the lack of staff and faculty
tor courses also contributed to the problem
of students not receiving their requested
classed.
Seniors do have priority because this is
their last chance to take required courses.
awl awed

soup into mountains and mountains
of
cold, hard cash.
As for the merits of the flick itself,
it
imitates William Peter Blatty's novel
as
closely as possible and achieves a genera
lly
slick, big budget look while using player
s
"Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore — is a
no one had ever heard of at the time of
its
movingly human treatment of one adult
release (except for Howard Duff,
of crisis in modern society: the housewife
course). It tries to make itself look
like alone. The situation is straightforward. a
more than just a exploitive piece
of
woman finds herself suddenly husbandless
ugliness. Nice try.
with a young and precocious- too precoLinda Blair as young Regan (the girl
who cious at times- son to provide for, but with
gets possessed by Satan in what the
movie
money running out.
fails to point out is only poetic justic
e) acts
She is cut loose in space with only
like a pre-sweetened Shirley Templ
determination and gutsy ingenuity- plus
e
during her "normal" scenes, and spend
s some half-remembered song stylings- on
the rest of the movie mouthing obscenities
which to build another life.
through latex lips (the voice of the Devil
She shifts location and tries to take up an
was dubbed by the gravel-throated Merentertainment career in piano bars, and so
cedes McCambridge). Her mother thoug
ht
her struggle begins, to cope with personal
she was at school decorating for the loss, to become a bread
winner, and to find
Prom, no doubt.
a personal identity.
This is a woman's story-a rarity in recent
years- and although the emotions connecJuniors and sophomores usually receive
ted with the wrenching challenge of
their desired classes while freshmen are on
changing roles at middle age are not
the bottom of the priority list.
confined to one sex, the feminine flat or of
Faculty advisors are aware of the
this film is what fires it a refreshing
situation and letters were sent to freshmen
perspective.
students apologiiing for the inconvenience
and explaining the add-drop system.
Openings have since been made and
bike
courses should be easy to pick up including
shop
Ch II during add-drop week which began
Wednesday. September 8.
Students should see their advisors and
151 Center St
try to get into any courses they were
Bangor 947-7855
dropped from. Those who were eliminated
from Eh I still probably be unable to take it
Used Bikes
this semester, but will definitely be
Parts & Repairs
enrolIcti in the spring semester.
for all
Collins stated. "These problems are not
unique. tte've always had students unable
Makes & Models
to get N. hat they want. This finie s e'‘c
learned
the
hard
w

Alice

"The Exorcist" is the biggest
of the
modern lunch-blowers, pulling out
all of
the cinematic stops in an attem
pt to
ot erwhelm its audiences by overw
helmingly grossing them out- a feat which
on
reflection seems somewhat akin to the
wine
from water/gold from lead bit. After
its
release it caused a temporary but
major
recession in the theatre conces
sionsherever it played, although large popco
rn
cups were in demand- empty ones. Viewe
rs
fainted and viewers walked out,
waiting
lines stretched for blocks, and one
or two
producer-alchemists did succeed in
the
substantial miracle of transforming
Linda
Blair and a large quantity of -split
pea

Registration

RV

The conflicts N it h in Alice are as complex
as they are deep. and all overshadowed by
an unsettlingly' uncertain grief oxer the
death of her husband. Communication
such emotional chaos it anything but
easy. and Ellen Burstvn (hot off her
motherly adventures of a different sort in
the puerile Excorcist) gives a fine
tough-tender performance as the lonely
lady in a man's world (she was a shoe-in for
the Oscar that year).
This film of course lacks some of the
impact at college :evel that it must surely
have for older audiences, but as a fine
human drama and a very different
statement of our times. it has plenty of
interest and excitement.
The secondary roles are treated lovingly.
from hash slinger to next door neighbor.
The whole project comes across as a
well-balances work of art rather than a
personal tour de force for Miss Burstvnalthough her range of emotions from
desperate wariness to confidence and hope
certainly form a dynamic mainstay around
which to build any motion picture.
It should he noted that Kris Kristoffcrson is also in the movie. He acts as well as
he sings, which is all the recommendation tt arning anyone should require.

.•••••

Bikeland

Raleigh Rally /
Days
Raleigh RECORD
Aias $139 95

$124."
Raleigh SPRITE
10 sp $12495
5 sp. $114.95
4111••••=1•••••11...MMIN.

We're
here
at 69 Main Street

We are a full service bank
dealing in:

Orono Office
Merchants
National
Bank of Bangor
e I

11 1 1

JOHN BREWER

Savings Accounts
Checking Accounts
Loans
Mortgages
Master Charge
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Students to receive belated rental refunds
h% clan Warren
Students who last year received the SIO
deposits made on refrigerators rented from
an Orono rental company will be receiving
those refunds "shorly.'• according to
Assistant Director of Residential !ife. Neil
R. Davis.
Mini-Cool, the rental firm operated by
University of Maine at Orono graduate
Daniel A. Placzek. failed to mail the $10
deposits to "Se% eral" of their UMO
ustomers this past summer because.
Davis told the "Campus". Placzek "misplaced the business records."
Davis said Mini-Cool still has a list of all
the individuals involved but the list does
not include their addresses. Davis assured
all students involved would receive their
deposits as soon as their addresses are
determined.
"All Dan has now... said Da% is. "is a list
of people who haven't got their deposits
yet. He misplaced the business records
recently when he was moving out of his
house. But he'll he meeting with me
shortly to locate the campus addresses of
the people involved."
Somerset resident David M. Johnson of
Saco is beginning to wonder if he'll ever
see his money. "The guy told us we'd get
our deposit hack when we turned (the
refridgerator) in at the end of the year. So
the last weekend before finals." Johnson
recalls. "he came to the dorm and picked
them all up. We asked him where our
deposits were and he told us he'd mail it to
us during the summer.
"After a few weeks went by I started to
smell something fishy. So I came up to
school and checked around and nobody
knows what happened. But." he added.
receipt.''
got
my
still
'I've
Another Somerset resident. Thomas C.
Hallowell of Cape Elizabeth took it a step
further. "Around the middle of June." he
remembers. -I sent Placiek a letter asking

him about the refund and telling him my
home address so he could send it to me. I
has en't heard from him since." Hallowell
figures Placzek got the letter because "I
sent it to the address he gave us."
The "Campus" has been unable to reach
Placzek for comment.
David Johnson wished now he had taken
the route chosen by last-year Somerset
resident. exchange student Frank '1. Hayes
of New Brunswick.
"What he did." Johnson chuckled. "is
say. 'Hey, where's my deposit?' So the
refrigerator man says. 'Oh, we'll send you
that.' So Frank says. 'Well. I guess I'll
send von the retrigerator.• We all laughed

Despite the confusion and controversy
presently in the minds of many UMO
students. Davis reports that Placzek has
"totally convinced" Residential Life that
he will made good on the payments and is
thus an "above-board operation."
We have no doubts about the operation
(Mini-Cool)." Davis said, "He has just
received a permit to do business on
camps. Hes fully licer•-ed." Davis
reported that Placzek has peddled his
wares at the university for "the past few
years.-

Davis dispelled charges by Knox Hall
Resident Director, 1.(.•% Picker who told a
meeting of his dormitory residents Thursday night that Placzek had allegedl
defaulted on as much as $3000 in student
deposits and university officials had
allegedly requested a warrant for Placzek's
arrest.
"There's no chance of that much money
being involved," Davis claimed, "He's
only got 1(K) refrigerators to rent out."
Concerning the alleged warrant for Maezek's arrest. Davis said. "He's received a
selling permit from the university. Nobody's after him."
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BEVERAGE WAREHOUSE offers
the largest selection of
Beer, Wine and Soda in the area.
We Have hundreds of cases
and kegs of COLD Beer.
Open 7 days a week
Mon., Tues., Wed. Noon - 11:00
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 9 A.M. - Midnight
Sun. Noon - 9:00 P.M.

We're located below Paul's Pizza in Downtown Orono
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Health fees to supply funds
cent of the center's total budget as more
students realize the benefits of the fee.
The $14 fee was arrived at by dividing
the budget reduction of $125,000 by the
4,000 students expected to pay the fee.
Students who opted not to take the
health fee will be paying for services
rendered at the center, although it will be
40 per cent of the charge for the same
services off campus. Graves said as the
cost of the off-campus medical services
increase it is expected more students will
be attracted to the health center.
The Swine flu vaccine will be offered free
to all who have paid the health fee. For
those who have not paid the health fee it
will be offered for SI. The vaccine should
arrive sometime in October.
The last health fee, which was $5. was
discontinued in 1%0.

"Since it is better to operate a health
center under a health fee system than to
have to fight for university funds, a
voluntary health fee was instituted this
semester.— said Dr. Robert Graves,
director of the Cutler Health Center.
The health fee of $14 will provide such
services as clinic visits for illness and
accident, laboratory fees, x-rays. allergy'
infections, immunization, drugs used for
treatment of acute illnesses, minor
surgery, emergency calls at night and on
weekends, and in-hospital care at • the
center.
In an interview. Dr. Graves said the
center now anticipates a 65 per cent
student participation instead of the originally budgeted 40 per cent. Health fees
will be excepted until September 21.
Eventually the fee would pay for 75 per

PE 1-17 Jazz Dance-Monday, Wednesday 4:10-5:00
Instruction is conducted in the Dance
Studio of Lengyel Hall. Adding of these
courses may be accomplished in 123 Lord
Hall.
These classes will be offered under
Physical Education titles only temporarily,
according to Robert GodY% in. chairman of
the Music Department. Dance classes %%ill
he offered directly through the School of
Performing Arts in the future.

Dance courses
are offered
Students campus wide at the University
of Maine at Orono may no register for
dance courses offered through the School
of Performing Arts. Elsa Fletcher who
previously taught dance exclusively in the
department of physical education, has
been appointed jointly between Physical
Education and the School of Performing
Arts.
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CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

eds"

SR C2
SR 56
SR 51A
SR 50A

Wanted: Students interested in
officiating men's intramural touch football games on Sunday
afternoons. Officials are paid
52.50 per game. Previous experience and knowledge of the
rule%. helps hut it is not a
necessity. Sign up in the Intramural Office. 140 Memorial
Gym.

PE 1-15 Beginning Modern Dance-Tuesday 6:30-8:00 p.m.
PE 1-16 Inter. Technique lincl. Ballet)-Thursday 3:30-5:00
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The following dance courses supplement
those offered by PE. Each carries 1
academic credit and registration should be
completed prior to Wednesday. September
15

lti

$249.95
$104.95
69.95
$52.95

WRG Supplier/
P.O. BOX 358
269 WILSON ST
989-51101
BREWER MAINE
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The 'new' Fogler Library
s stacked full- of changes
BY JOHN PADDOCK

On the second floc
been moved into the
microfilm is now in the
so that all forms of piE
same floor. An open
operate the microfilm
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will be free to get ti
without a librarian assi
apprehensive, MacCar
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stolen microfilm can be
it is expensive.
Obviously, freshmen
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then, they are expectec
they won't complain,"
year!"
On the second floor
study area and boo
summer, students ai
500,00 library books n
stacks area and some
When the third foor
complete, probably wit

This week the only building on campus where
you can't tell the freshmen from the seniors is
F'ogler Library. Within its newly-painted walls,
confusion is not partisan. Those students
accustomed to the 'old' Fogler must now adjust
to the new Fogler. which has changed greatly
over the summer.
Besides the obvious structural changes, the
interior has undergone considerable rearranging. Only the Special Collections room has
remained relatively untouched, although it will
operate under different hours this semester,
closing at 5 p.m. instead of 9 p.m.

PHOTO BY JOHN PACUOCK

The 1976 Fogler Directory, available at the
charge out desk should help reduce some of the
confusion. Though not as good as a trail of
breadcrumbs for finding your way out, it
contains a lay out of all floors, bathrooms
included, and an easy-to-understand guide to
all library services. Also the librarian at the
door can direct you where you want to go.
The two changes, described by James
MacCampbell, Director of Libraries, as "the
most and least bothersome", are the new
reserve and circulation desks located on the
first floor of the new building. For the next few
weeks, he predicted, the shifting of these
departments will create the most confusion.
However, once studens adjust to the change, it
won't be a bother, but an aide, since both will
simplify the operations.
A new charge-out desk, the card catalogs,
and the bibliography room are on the same
floor, further simplifying operations. Also on
the first floor, but in the old building, is the new
reference room located to the left of the front
lobby. It and the Oakes room, which has not
changed locations, are newly furnished.

Not bad for a guy who
pushes pencils all week.

SWINGS

I did it myself. and it was a snap
First I talked with my Armstrong
retatler, and he gave me tips on
installation, tools, and helped me
choose the right carpet
for my room He even
gave me a "how to booklet.....,/
Then in much less time
than I thought it would
done! Suddenly
take .
room
a mn I rom
y kfs
oo
lm
looks new again.

TV's from $99.00 up
Radios from $9.88 up
Cameras from $29.88 up

LAMPS
15% off

set,
v/Ay

STEREOS
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now '249"
and up

Expert
Watch Repair

1!

Armstrong

NEVER
UNDER SOLD

Via**. 4A0e

22 North Main Street, Old Town

•

FREE!
''I-Did-It-Myself"
Decorating Ideas
Guide 1 you
come in now.

LJ.Clu ,<Oy
38 N. Main St.

Old Town
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be room for an additional 250,000 volumes. In
the meantime the third floor will be equipped
with only lighting and "scrappy" furniture and
will be used for study space according to
MacCampbell. An additional $500,000 1,
necessary for the completion.
The room used for microfilm storage last year
will eventually be an extension of the Special
Collections room. The reduction of operating
hours this semester for the Special Collection room was necessary, said MacCampbell,
because the library couldn't afford to pay
someone to work these nights. The situation
may only be temporary however. said
MacCampbell.
The staff at Fogler, which numbered 85 five
years ago, has been reduced gradually to 70
this year, 18 of which are professionals.
MacCampbell said it was an unusually small
staff for a library the size of Fogler, which is the
largest in Maine. Recently compensation had to
be made for a $25,000 cut in salaries. This wil ty,,,
done by leaving vacant, positions held by
.
workers
retiring staff
Even with a combined reduction in staff. dno
an increase in the area of the library.
MacCampbell is optimistic that it won't
severely affect services for students. Excetp for
Special Collections, the hours will remain the
same.
The complete renovation, including construction of the new addition and labor for
rearranging the interior. cost $2.5 million. All f
the renovation, except the unfinished third
floor, which was not included in that sum
anyway, was finished on time.

On the second floor the periodicals have
been moved into the old reference room. All
microfilm is now in the former periodicals room
so that all forms of p( riodicals will be on the
same floor. An open system will be used to
operate the microfilm room; the boxes of film
are shelved in alphabetical order and students
will be free to get the microfilm they want
without a librarian assisting. Althoiugh slightly
apprehensive, MacCampbell thinks the system
can work, as it has at other schools. Lost or
stolen microfilm can be replaced, he added, but
it is expensive.
Obviously, freshmen who have no idea where
the old periodicals and reference rooms were
will not understand these new directions, but
then, they are expected to be confused. At least
they won't complain, "but it was right here last
year!"
On the second floor of the new building is a
study area and book stacks. During the
summer, students and staff reshelved all
500,00 library books moving some to the new
stacks area and some to the old.
When the third Coor of the library addition is
complete, probably within five years, there will

It is considerably harder to build an addition
to a building than build a separate new facility,
said MacCampbell.
Folger library was particularly difficult. The
only thing not installed by the time students
began arriving were the blue directional signs
labelling each department. They were taped ot
the walls for the early arrivals, but have since
been installed properly.
It will take awhile for all students to adjust t.
the 'new' Fogler, but the improvement
increased space, and bright colors justify th,
effort.
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Airport Mall•Bangor
Lewiston Mall•Lewiston

VVe ve enjoyed
serving you in the
past and hope to
continue serving
you.

including 10 gal. aquarium
and metaframe starter kit,
value $29.00 NOW $16.99
With above purchase,
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Coming Events
MEETING:VVilde-Stein Club,
the campus gay organization,
every Friday evening, 7:00
p.m in the International
Lounge, Memorial Union.
WORKSHOP Dr. Wolf
VVolfensberger. author of the
book. The Normalization Principle." will lead a one day
multu-media workshop on Normalization. September 10 in
Bangor to discuss normalizing
mental health institutions in
Maine.
Bruce Spang. Director of
Childhood Education, and presently organizing for the September 10 workshop. said
today that he hopes to have a
large crowd to hear Dr.
Wolfensberger's presentation

Mr. Spang said that the
original fee has been dropped
considerably, down to $12.00,
so that as many as possible
can hear him speak. In
addition, Dr. Wolfenberger's
many books and articles will
be on sale. We hope that the
workshop can be quite an
event The Counseling Center
is quite pleased to sponsor his
corning to Maine.Dr. Wolfenberger is a professor at the Syracuse University Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation. and
Director of its Training Institutes for Human Service Planning. Leadership and Change
Agentry.
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Concerts
Sept. 20
Sept.28
Oct. 5
Oct. //
(homecoming. Friday)
Oct. 23
(homecoming, Saturday)
Nov. 3
Nov. 19 or 20
Dec. 1
Dec. 19

Aztec Two Step (R 'n R)
Autos Ensemble (Classical Quintet)
Michael Johnson (Folk)
Big Band Dance Show with the 20th
Century Music Ensemble
Nils Lofgren and Roger McGuinn (R 'n R)
Loudon Wainwright (Folk-Rock)
John McLaughlin with Shakti (LatinIndian jazz-rock)
Nevv England Woodwind Quintet
Leona Boyd (Female Classica! Guitarist)
Fmnirt• Brass Ottintct

P(; Students Work In
their field, off campus

I°
U
"'. M

An on-the-job training program. sponsored by a federal agency, will help almost
30 social welfare majors from the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham receive
practical experience in a variety of social
serv ice agencies in Portland area towns
this fall.
The program was funded by ACTION, an
agency which funds volunteer social
service endeavors, and may be expanded
next year to include students from other
branches of the University system.
The three year program. administered
by the UMPG Social Welfare Department
to students studying criminal justicc,
political science and special education as
well as social welfare, allows participating
students to perform a wide range of
counseling duties while working full-time
jobs for already-established social service
agencies.
While working on the job, the student
still receives instruction in social work
methods' from a UMPG coordinator who
travels to the participating agencies. The
training lasts an entire 12 months and the
student receives a full year's credit.

'Although the program's primary focus
this year has been on UMPG students.,
project coordinator Luisa Deprez' goal is to
expand the program next year to include
students from other branches of the
With the project's
university system.
yearly budget of $115,000. Deprez feels
that students from UMO. the University of
Maine at Farmington and the Bangor
Community College. schools that offer
courses relevant to the program. should
also benefit from the opportunity the grant
offers.
Nearly 40 agencies have expressed
interest in the program including the
wage-earner plan of the Maine Bankruptcy
Court. the Spurwink Home Training
Program. the State Department of Human
Services, the Bridgton Hospital, the State
Bureau of Mental Retardation, the Salvation Army, and the Augusta General
Hospital.
Ms. Deprez urges any UMO student or
faculty interested in participating in the
program to call or write to her at the Social
Welfare Dept. University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham.

Legal Services Expand
The Student Legal Service is located at
the top of Coburn Hall this year, and Russ
Christensen hopes that with an expanded
budget. the Service will be able to provide
students with more power and quality
service.
Christensen. third-year lawyer at the
Service. said University of Maine at Orono
students have little power and voice in
Unkersity policies and the administration
gives only token participation to the
students.
"This year, our service will be more of
an arm of the student government on
behalf of the students...and we hope to
equalize the power struggle now held by
the administration." Christensen said.
Christensen said he hopes to accomplish
this while performing the other less
idealized but equally important duty of
servicing the student body with private
civil and criminal conselling and legal aid.
With a $26,000 budget supplied by the
student activities fee. the Service will have
$14.000 more to work with this year. The
increase brought the S,Nrvice two full-time

para-legals. Judd Esty- Kendall and returning Tim Dorr, and four part-time
work-study law students, to aid Christensen in the growing Service.
Christensen said the Service usually aids
in cases involving marital and family low,
and landlord and tcnan problems. and
traffic and consumer legal problems. He
added. "At $1.60 per student on campus
for a nine month period. I don't think you
can find anywhere else in the country
where legal service is offered at that
price."
Jamie Eves. ex-chairperson of the
Student Legal Service Committee, said in
the .las three years the Student Legal
Service "has been amazingly received."
Each client fills out an evaluation of the
Service. and Eves said out of the many
replies, there were no bad reports.
"Two-thirds were 'excellent', while onethird were 'good" he added.
The Service has been acclaimed by both
clients and staff as being democratic,
enthusiastic, aware. competant and professional.
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Maine Campus

NEEDS a
Circalaq ion Director.

Qualifications:

Early Riser

Must Have a Car
2 Mornings Per Week
Pay Includes Mileage

Interested?
Apply in 106 Lord Hall
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WELCOME STUDENTS!
WE'D LIKE TO BE
YOUR BANK THIS YEAR.
Here's our list of services:

CHECKING
SAVINGS
CREDITLINE CHECKING

BANKING 3?

T

DeposPors
.
Trosi luippea

OLD TOWN

PARK STREET
ORONO —k'

7UVERSITY
\yi OF MAINE

if you're employed, you may qualify for a
Creciitline Checking Account that
has a cash

reserve for instant loans and overdraft protection. And
Creditline
Checking is free of service charges, check costs,
and requires no minimum
balance.

So far, our services are a lot like the other bank
s- right?
But - here's our specialty—

WINDOW 24

That's right! 24 hour banking,
at WINDOW 24. This is it!

CASH WITHDRAWAL
ANYTIME

DEPOSIT CASH
ANYTIME

MAKE LOAN PAYMENTS
ANYTIME

TRANSFER FUNDS
AN-mmE

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365
days a
year. . . You can do most of your
regular
banking at WINDOW 24. Vv'hat a conv
enience
for a student.:, busy schedule. No
rush to
the bank ever again. Because Wind
ow 24
never closes
Cash withdrawal feature climilietes chec
k
cashind hassles.
Get your money wfienever you need it.
Your Window 24 card is the only ID
you
need. and every Window 24 servi
ce is
FREE.

Depositor's Automatk Teller

p

'iser

iall

N

Free JumboBurger...asteal on a Calculator!

Open a Savings or Checking Account and
get a FREE Jumbo Burger from the
Governor's!

And,to show you just how -calculating- we can
be in getting your business... we're offenng a
special value for every new customer.

It's a pocket calculator... normally selling
for $10.00...at a special low price of just
$5.95 (+ sales tax). When you open your
new account with us, you can purchase
one of these calculators at this low, low
price.

Tho
With every new account opened, we'll be giving
away a gift certificate good for a Free Jumbo
iiurger at the famous Governor's Resteurant on
Stillwater Avenue.
The Jumbo Burger sells for 99C, but you get
one FREE With your new account at
Depositors. Offer ends October 15

General Purpose

\

Our present customers may also take
advantage of this offer by adding $50 to an
existing savings or checking account.
You'll find this calculator very useful in many
ways. . . and this kind of saving is a rare
opportunity. Of course, our supply is limited,so
be here early.

You've got a lot going for you
when you bank with us.. .

'IF BANKING sTont
Depositors Trust Compan0
of fla rigor

i
4

1
4

MerribPi F C) i
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99 Park Street

Orono

1

Tel. 866 5501

)
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Coming Events
MEETING:Wilde-Stein Club,
the campus gay organization,
every Friday evening, 7:00
p.m. in the International
Lounge, Memorial Union.
WORKSHOP Dr. Wolf
Wolfensberger. author of the
book. The Normalization Principle." will lead a one day
multu-media workshop on Normalization. September 10 in
Bangor to discuss normalizing
mental health institutions in
Maine.
Bruce Spang. Director of
Childhood Education, and presently organizing for the September 10 workshop, said
today that he hopes to have a
large crowd to hear Dr.
Wolfensberger's presentation

Mr. Spang said that the
original fee has been dropped
considerably. down to $12.00.
so that as many as possible
can hear him speak. In
addition. Dr. Wolfenberger's
many books and articles will
be on sale. "We hope that the
workshop can be quite an
event. The Counseling Center
is quite pleased to sponsor his
corning to Maine."
Dr. Wolfenberger is a professor at the Syracuse University Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation. and
Director of its Training Institutes for Human Service Planning. Leadership and Change
Agentry.

"I'Ity.dats traffic at UN114)

Concerts
Sept. 20
Sept.28
Oct. 5
Oct. 22
(homecoming. Friday)
Oct. 23
(homecoming, Saturday')
Nov. 3
Nov. 19 or 20

Aztec Two Step (R 'n R)
Aulos Ensemble (Classical Quintet)
Michael Johnson (Folk)
Big Band Dance Show with the 20th
Century' Music Ensemble
Nils Lofgren and Roger McGuinn IR 'n R)

Dec. 1
Dec. 19
Aor.

Loudon Wainwright (Folk-Rock)
John McLaughlin with Shakti (LatinIndian jazz-rock)
New England Woodwind Quintet
Leona Boyd (Female Classical Guitarist)
Fmcir( Bras% Quintet

An on-the-job training program, sponsored by a federal agency, will help almost
30 social welfare majors from the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham receive
practical experience in a variety of social
service agencies in Portland area towns
this fall.
The program was funded by ACTION, an
agency which funds volunteer social
service endeavors, and may be expanded
next year to include students from other
branches of the University system.
The three year program. administered
by the UMPG Social Welfare Department
to students studying criminal justice.
political science and special education as
well as social welfare, allows participating
students to perform a wide range of
counseling duties while working full-time
jobs for already-established social service
agencies.
While working on the job, the student
still receives instruction in social work
methods from a UMPG coordinator who
travels to the participating agencies. The
training lasts an entire 12 months and the
student receives a full year's credit.

Although the program's primary fool',
this year has been on UMPG stuck.?
project coordinator Luisa Deprez' goal
expand the program next year tc include
students from other branches of the
With the project's
university system.
'early budget of S115.000. Deprez feels
that students from UMO. the University of
Maine at Farmington and the Bangor
Community College. schools that offer
courses relevant to the program. should
also benefit from the opportunity the grant
offers.
Nearly 40 agencies have expressed
interest in the program including the
wage-earner plan of the Maine Bankruptcy
Court. the Spurwink Home Training
Program. the State Department of Human
Services. the Bridgton Hospital. the State
Bureau of Mental Retardation. the Salvation Army, and the Augusta General
Hospital.
Ms. Deprez urges any UMO student or
faculty interested in participating in the
program to call or write to her at the Social
Welfare Dept. University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham.

UMPG Students Work In
their field, off campus

Legal Services Expand
The Student Legal Service is located at
the top of Coburn Hall this year. and Russ
Christensen hopes that with an expanded
budget, the Service will he able to provide
students with more power and quality
service.
Christensen. third-year lawyer at the
Service. said University of Maine at Orono
students have little power and voice in
University policies and the administration
gives only token participation to the
students.
"This year. our service Will be more of
an arm of the student government on
behalf of the students...and we hope to
equalize the power struggle now held by
the administration.— Christensen said.
Christensen said he hopes to accomplish
this while performing the other less
idealized but equally important duty of
servicing the student body with private
civil and criminal conselling and legal aid.
With a $26.000 budget supplied by the
student activities fee. the Service will have
$14,000 more to work with this year. The
increase brought the Service two full-time

para-legals. Judd Esty-Kendall and returning Tim Dorr, and four part-time
work-study law students, to aid Christensen in the growing Service.
Christensen said the Service usually aids
in cases•involving marital and family low.
and landlord and tenan problems. and
traffic and consumer legal:problems. He
added. "At $I.60 per student on campus
for a nine month period. I don't think you
can find anywhere else in the country
where legal service is offered at that
price."
Jamie Eves, ex-chairperson of the
Student Legal Service Committee, said in
the las three years the Student Legal
Service "has been amazingly received."
Each client fills out an evaluation of the
Service, and Eves said out of the many
replies, thew were no bad reports.
'Two-thirds were 'excellent', while onethird were 'good" he added.
The Service has been acclaimed by both
clients and staff as being democratic,
enthusiastic, aware, competant and professional.

Using the map
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Must Have a Car
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Pay Includes Mileage
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WELCOME STUDENTS!
WE'D LIKE TO BE
YOUR BANK THIS YEAR.
Here's our list of services:
CHECKING
SAVINGS
CREDITLINE CHECKING
If you'r

C-------

L

OLD TOWN

TF BANKING ST

Deptytalurl
.
:1ring loaves)

\,
PARK STREET
ORONO --Om-

UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE

e employed, you may qualify for a Creditline Check
has a cash reserve for instant loans and overdraft prote ing Account that
ction. And Creditline
Checking is free of service charges, check costs, and
requires no minimum
balance.

So far, our services are a lot like the other bank
s - right?
But - here's our specialty

WINDOW 24

That's right! 24 hour banking,
at WINDOW 24. This is it!

CASH WITHDRAWAL
ANYTIME

DEPOSIT CASH
ANYTIME

MAKE LOAN PAYMENTS
ANYTIME

TRANSFER FUNDS
ANYTIME

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365
days a
year. . . You can do most of your
regular
banking at WINDOW 24. What a convenie
nce
for a student's busy schedule. No
lush to
the bank ever again. Because Wind
ow 24
never closes
Cash withdrawal feature chi-nub:Ars chec
k
cashina hassles.
Get your money whenever you need it
Your Window 24 card is the only
ID you
need, and every Window 24 service
is
FREE.

Depositor's Automatic Teller

Free JumboBumer...asteal on a Calculator!

Open a Savings or Checking Account and
get a FREE Jumbo Burger from the
Governor's!

And,to show you just how -calculating.'we can
be in getting your business... we're offering a
special value for every new customer.

It's a pocket calculator... normally selling
for $10.00... at a special low price ofjust
$5.95 (+ sales tax). When you open your
new account with us, you can purchase
one of these calculators at this low, low
price.

750
With every new account opened we'll he giving
away a gift certificate good for a Free Jumbo
Burger at the famous Governor's Restaurant on
Stillwater Avenue.
Tne jumbo Burger sells for 99C, but you get
one FREE with your new account at
Depositors. Offer ends October 15.

General Plum»,

Our present customers may also take
advantage of this offer by adding $50 to an
existing savings or checking account.
You'll find this calculator very useful in many
ways. . . and this kind of saving is a rare
opportunity Of course,our supply is limited,so
be here early.

You've got a lot going for you
when you bank with us. . .

11!,1: BANKING STOIE
Depositors Trust Compri)
ammo(
Member F

99 Park Street

Orono

IC

Tel 866 5501
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I Two Orono liquor stores open

I•super-u

Finally, there is loyalty to the
Super-U. The enthusiasm of alumni,
students, parents, faculty, employes,
and citizens of the areas served by the
campuses is in direct proportion to
their belief that they can influence the
future of their alma mater and
campus. What better forum to decide
the major policy decisions of public
higher education and the expenditures
of $35 million of tax money than in
public in the State House where
legislators familiar with the needs and
aspirations of the people of Maine can
be well informed by trustes and
campus communities which truly feel
they have a hand in determining the
future.

Thirsty for a bottle of vodka or a fifth of
Tequila? If so, there's no need to trek into
Bangor or Old Town. because two Orono
variety stores now sell packaged liquors.
Quik-Pic Variety. 153 Park Street in
Orono, and Newco Market, 232 Maine
Street in Orono, began selling bottled
liquors on July 2. after gaining authorization from the State Liquor Commission
to he oronO'S two agency liquor stores.
Angelo Zanchi, owner of Newco
Market. says his store is stocking 70 per
cent of the fastest moving bottle liquors in
the greater Bangor market, plus any
other alcoholic beverages local customers
express any special interest in.
Gerry Wyles, manager of Quik-Pic's
Orono store, says his store now stocks
virtually all items available at the State
Liquor Stores in Bangor and Old Town
Wyles says his store is adding more items
all the time.

Quik-Pic and Newco gained authorization to sell bottled liquors as a result of a
bill passed by the Maine Legislature in the
spring of 1975 allowing selected retail
stores to sell hard liquor for consumption
off the premises.
The Maine Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages was designated to choose businesses
to serve each town which did not have a
liquor store but desired one. Two other
Orono stores submitted bids for the right to
become agency liquor stores in the town of
Orono.
Quik-Pic's business to date has been
good, averaging about $3,500 weekly in
gross liquor sales, Wyles said. He expects
sales to jump to about 56,000 weekly once
UMO students arrive.
Zanchi said Newco's sales were running
about $1,800 weekly in packaged liquor
sales. He said, "Business isn't good, at
least not what 1 expected."

Zanchi doesn't expect liquor sales to pick
up very much once school starts. He
explained that most of the students he sees
in his store are those leaving town for the
weekend, stopping to buy some gasoline or
groceries. He expects that Quik-Pic will
pick up most of the hard liquor sales from
the UMO market.
Zanchi however was optimistic. "Like
any new thing, it will start off slow, then
gradually take hold." he said.
Both stores are authorized by the State
Liquor Commission to sell bottle liquors
from 9 a.m. until midnight, Monday
through Saturday.
Newco is open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 11
p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
Quik-Pic's agency liquor store is open
from 9 a.m. until 11 p.m.. Monday through
Wednesday and from 9 a.m. wail
midnight. Thursday through Saturday.

SR-56
The super slide rule
programmable powerhouse
...with 10 memories and 100 program steps.
SPECIAL
SR-56

40995*

0"

Si

Rebate
Fill out Coupon

The SR-56 is a tremendously powerful slide rule
calculator. Yet you can program it whenever you're
ready.
There are 74 preprogrammed functions and operations. You can d o
arithmetic within all 10
memoriesf. It has AOS — a
unique algebraic operating
system that lets you handle
problems with up to 9 levels
of parentheses. There's also
polar to rectangular conversion — built in. Mean.
Standard deviation. Degrees, radians, grads. And,
it works with TVs new
printer—the PC-100.
Chances are, you'll be pro-

gramming.That's what professionals in your field are
doing—right now. And with
an SR-56 you're ready. It
has 100-merged prefix program steps. 6 logical decision functions. 4 levels of
subroutines. You can decrement and skip on zero to
iterate a loop as many times
as you specify. There are 4
levels of subroutine to let
you use your program steps
to maximum advantage.
And, you can even compare
a test register with the display to make a conditional
branch. So you can check an
intermediate result
for convergence, or a
maximum.

The edge you need. Now. And in your career.
Si 0
"
rebate
coupon
•

Texas Irrstruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card postmarked no later than October 31.1976. To apply:
1. Fill out this coupon
2. Fill out special serialized customer information
card inside SR-56 box
3 Return completed coupon and information card to:
Special Campus Offer
P.O. Box 1210
Richardson, Texas 75080

N
Addr,,ss
tv

State

Zip

University
Name of SR 56 Retailer
SR- 56

Serial No (from back of calculator)
Please allow 30 clays For rebate
_J

'Suggested retail price
III with the iregister
1c176 Texas Irsleurnents InrOTOralell

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

65539

it; 41
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Your textbooks were never
worth more!

mistic. "Like
off slow, then
iid.
r1 by the State
bottle liquors
ght. Monday
n. to 10 p.m..
nd 9 a.m. to 11
lays.
store is open
nnday through
a.m. uritil
gh Saturday.

22 MILL STREET • ORONO, MAINE
ACROSS FROM PAT'S PIZZA

We have Used Textbooks
for all sessions at UMO

lr:

'

:.. •
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Senate committee
protests crowding
When members of the Student Government Committee on Alternative Housing
marched on the mall Wednesday morning
carrying signs that said CAMPGROUND
and HIGH RENT—PITCH TENTS, they
weren't trying to trick freshmen into
sleeping outside.
According to Diane Elze, vice-president
of the Student Government. and organizer
of the small demonstration, the purpose of
it was to call the students' attention to the
presence of the Student Government and in
particular. the housing shortage in the Old
Town-Orono area.
"We just wanted to raise the issue on
housing." she said. "to get some people
up here to work on solutions to the housing
problem and to give the Studeat Government some visibility.—

Bluegrass Festival
Saturday Sept. 11
2:00 pm - 9:00 pm
a
a

"I got an incredible number of calls this
summer from students without places to
live," she said. "With the transfers from
Bangor and dorm triples, more people are
forced to live off campus. The landlords
know the students are desperate and are
charging exhorbitant rents."
"We pose no solutions yet," she said.
"We just want to get students up here to
see what we're doing."

DAMN VA NKEE
Memorial Union

3

ve.

1
1

CANTEEN

cutr,a ReVED

Yard Sale

USE SHAKLEE

September 11 and 12
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
75 Mill Street, Orono

WHOLE FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
ORGANIC COSMETICS
ORGANIC HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS
YOUR SHAKLEE 01ST

WADLEIGH'S
STORE
A vf

3

•

5 OR MORE

244 PERRY ROAD

BANGOR

945-5688

Wishes to announce the
re-location of his office to

Old Town

395 College Ave., Orono, Maine
for the practice of general dentistry

0PPN
MON-T HURS
FRI-SAT
SUN

FOR

ROBERT 11I• DAVIDSON, D•D•S•

LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER & WINE

ITT

New emphasis this year on Quebec
studies was made possible by a commitment from the Quebec government, the
first ever made to an American university.
A $49.605 grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities which
provided the impetus for new programs
and staff resources. University President
Howard Neville recently identified Canadian studies as a priority area under his
administration.
Special events of the week include many
formal and informal meetings between
UMO administrators and visiting dignitaries. Tallman and Marc Boucher.
assistant director, will meet the chairman
of the Maritime Provinces universities on
Sept. 11. The group will travel to the
university's Ira C. Darling Oceanographic
Center for an informal discussion of
common interests with President Neville.
Over 300 students are presently involved
with the diversified Canadian-American
studies program. Twenty are currently
studying at Canadian universities.
The official opening of the center is
Thursday. Sept. 16. when the Canadian
ambassador. the Honoraboe J.H. Warren
and Jean Louis Delisle, consul general in
Boston visit the center. A reception and
formal banquet are scheduled in the
evening.

•
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF
AND OUR ENVIRONMENT

,.

-.r
RA IVOlUgan putout'mous

The Canadian-American Center at the
University of Maine at Orono will observe
the opening of its new headquarters.
Canada House (Pavillon du Canada:.
during the week of Sept. 9 to 16 with a
series of Canadian-American events, culminating with the visit of the Canadian
Ambassador to the United States. the
Honorable J.H. Warren.
A reception held Thursday to view a
serives of Canadian art exhibitions was the
first event of the opeing week. About 200
guests were invited to attend the exhibition
of Canadian landscapes presently on
display in the Hauck Auditoruim lobby.
The new center, which offers one of the
country's leading programs in Canadian
studies, is moving from its former
headquarters in the Fogler Library at UMO
to a nenovated university house at 160
Collete Ave.. providing more space for the
rapidly growing program and a student
study center.
The nine room house, adjacent to
Lengyel Gymnasium, will also include an
office for graduate students and space for
some classes as well as staff offices.
Dr. Ronald Tallman. The center's
director, said the purpose of Canada House
is to broaden the United States understanding and appreciation of Canad
Within the university, the center's most
important function is a Canadian studies
concentration. he said. Canadian lectures
and courses are supplemented by one of
the best collection of Canadiana in the
eastern United States, located at Fogler
Library.
Canadian study is particularly important
in Maine because the state's economy of
forestry.
fishing.
tourismmanufacturing depends on strong ties
within the international region.

BARBARA GEIGER 989-5119
j

Admission $2.00

XR

Can-Am center opens

Elze cited overcrowding, high rents and
homeless students as factors that prompted the demonstration.
While the purpose of the demonstration
was not to offer answers to the problem.
Elze hoped that drawing attention to the
Student Government Committee on Alternative Housing would help.

The Canadian-.4 m erica,' Center at 160 C'lbw('
IVIIV V IAI V WV VWV WV1A.%At

Office Hours By Appointment

8:00-11:00
8:00-1200
8:30-10:00

Telephone 666.559 I
O11100010101A,

•

BLACK

Mr. Levi says,

ROSE

Restaurant and Lounge
507 Stillwater Ave. Old Town

NOW OPEN
Formerly "Outside Inn" located in the
former Grant's Plaza.
International and
domestic cuisines.

Thurs., Fri., Sat.L

1

Both domestic
and imported
beer for your
enjoyment.

We serve only the best
Food and Customers

"GET INTO
OUR JEANS"

THE BOSTON STORE has
something or everyone.
matter what size color or style
the BOSTON STORE has it! We
also have a large selection of
shirts, sweaters and jackets,
handmade jewelry & Puka
beads direct from Hawaii!
NEW LADY LEVI DEPARTMENT
Maw

Corduroy Bell Bottoms and Straight Legs
Denim Bell Bottoms and Straight Legs
Corduroy and Denim Jackets
Chambray and Checked Shirts

DOSTON
STORE
30- $t MAIN 10. UNMOOR

Open 6 days a week
Closed Tuesdays

The M

OVER 10 TONS OF LEVIS
For GUYS & GALS on Display
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used in foods or medicines. The FDA's
concern over the use of chlorine rests with
the discovery that using chlorine in water
An Environmental Protection Agency
results in the formation of compounds
(EPA)grant of $112,600 has been awarded which produce
cancer in laboratory anto Dr. Otis Sproul, professor of civil imals, according to
Dr. Sproul. The EPA.
engineering at the University of Maine at in turn, is
interested in techniques to
Orono. The two year grant will support minimize cancer
producing compounds or
research into two related problems found carcinogenics.
when recyclying waste water (sewage) into
For several years Dr. Sproul has been
drinking water.
involved in studying the use of ozone as a
According to Dr. Sproul, the study will disinfectant and
water cleanser. He
provide information about using ozone explained that
ozone, a modified form of,
instead of chlorine as a disinfectant in and a stronger
oxidizing agent than
water supplies and will explore methods of oxygen, is a
potentially powerful disininactivating viruses and bacteria which fectant. which,
while little used in the
successfully hide during waste treatment. United States, is widely
used in other parts
Chlorine has long been a standard water of the world. Sproul says
that his work will
disinfectant and deodorizer, but recently provide the necessary
additional facts to
the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) increase confidence in ozone's
capabilities
has ruled that no chloroform, which is to inactivate organisms
under
a broad
be
may
formed from chlorine in water.
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`1 1arclue.
311 Main Street

Orono, Me

866-4032

Gifts
for all occass ions.

Watch and Jew—elery
Repairs

ICESATOX
Rostourant 4 Lounge
UNDER ENE SRIDGE

mAa.
53 PARK ST.-BANGOR 941-74-65
Open 10 to 4) Mon.- Sat.

menu featuring:

Italian Cuisine

FOR A MAE RESTFUL NIGHT
INFLATE-A-15tDS

Happy Hour

HANDMADE VIATERBED FRAMES
AND BEDROOM FuRtJtToRE

Monday-Friday

Steak, Chops

4:00 - 6:00

CUSTOM WOODWORKING-

Seafood

All Cocktails

WAKE tr To'THE OtFFERENCE

/
1 2 Price

Mastercharge and Bank A mericard

Union St Bangor

942-3327

aine Campus
circulation points

the Maine Campus is delivered to each
of the buildings designated with a *
also
, 4
3

mMEMN

ly

Sproul said that in the near future some
communities will find it necessary to
recycle their sewage into drinking water.
Sproul's research will make it possible for
them to do so by safely inactivating
organisms without risking cancer producine coin ounds from chlorine.

\ilATERWOR1 k

MENEM,

IT
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range of conditions.
The second part of the problem concerns
viruses and bacteria which can hide during
the disinfecting process. Sproul explained
that these organisms can sometimes
protect themselves Rom cleansing or
inactivization because they are attached to
or incorporated within various solids.
Sproul's study will determine the
effectiveness of ozone in inactivating such
organisms and will provide answers which
are currently needed by the water supply
industry.
Four assistants are conductin research
under Dr. Sproul's direction in the study.
They are Diana How ser. of Billerica.
Mass., who holds a B.S. degree from UMO
in microbiology, and graduate students
Maura Emerson of Old Town. Douglas
Boyce of Cape Elizabeth. and Douglas
Walsh of Old Town.

EPA Grant Given

Pat's downstairs
Depositor's Trust
Merrill Trust
LaVerdiere's
BCC

PORTAGE RD

SQUARE 110

- OM
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With over 2000 freshmen moving in,
the question on campus is - where do I go?

It's about time to be thinking
about a Winter Tune-up.

INAPAI

Pick up all your Winter
supplies at DUBAY'S.

II
4.4•••••3*

including:

Spark Plugs

Antifreeze
Tune-up Parts

RI

Radiator Caps

and Fan Belts
Open 24 hours

Dubay's Auto Parts

Breakfast—Sandwiches
& Donuts
wholesale group rates for parties
571 Broadway
385 Wilson St.
Bangor
Brewer

Shi•

Hai

155 Water Street
Old Town
827-5593

AT TUE 'WOCIZISLIZEI
103 Park St., Orono

Per

27

I

Open 11A.M.-1A.M. Except Tues.

FOOD

ENTERTAINMENT
A
Superior

In Concert

Sandwich

THE BILL CHINNOCK
BAND

Shop

Sept. 12 ,13 & 15
For Reservations Call 866-3496

\ROAST BEEf SANDWICHES

Sept. 16-20:
CHARLES GREENE BAND

Roast Beef Sandwiches, Deli
Sandwiches Subs, Burgers

Starts Sept. 22:
FLYER

(All At Reasonable Prices)
••••1.1.•

momw.

Tel.
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College fair planned

Neville Seeks 25 million
Endowment for university
Public higher education throughout the
country and at the University of Maine at
Orono must redouble its efforts to increase
revenues by turning to the private sector
for support. Dr. Howard R. Neville. UMO
president. told over 600 faculty and
professional personnel Tuesday at the
annual faculty-professional breakfast in
WeIs Commons.
In a review of the past year which
included a 1.9 million dollar reduction in
state support, and a look at plans for the
coming year. Neville revealed that the
initiation of a Founders' Endowment Fund
would be recommended to the university's
Development Council to raise S25.000.000
in the next 10 years.
"Revenues from this fund will not go to
scholarships. be they scholastic or athletic.
nor will they to to named professorships,"
Neville said. "Income from the Founders'
Endowment Fund will provide operating
funds for a margin of excellence for our
institution."
Neville also announced a proposal for a
Center for Marine Resources which will be
implemetented during the coming year.
"This center promises to solve important
problems for the state, to offer a more
coordinated educational program, and to
move us into a position of national
leadership in the area of marine studies,"
Neville said.
Development of a Center for Forest
Rsources will also be considered during
1976-77, Neville said.
Enhancing quality, impoving campus
communication, and generating additional
revenues are the most important broad.
general goals for the coming year. Neville
said.
"Even with limited resources, there is
still much that we can do in the area of
quality improvement." Neville said. Among his priorities are upgrading graduate
programs and elimination of those for
which there are not adequate resources,
enhancing the undergraduate program and
imporvement of funding for the library.

To improve communications he announced his desire to be invited to meet
with each academic department during the
coming year and reminded the faculty that
everyone must renew the emphasis on
service to students. "As UMO grows and
becomes more complex.. there is no reason
why we must become impersonal, aloof
and insensitive," he said.

PARENTS!

One of a series of 10 College Fairs.
sponsored by the New England Association
of College Admissions Counselors, will be
held on the University of Maine at Orono
campus Monday. Sept. 27. to acquaint
Maine high school students and their
parents with information on institutions of
higher education.
More than 125 colleges are expected to
be represented at the UMO fair which will
be held in the Memorial Fieldhouse from
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
A wide range of institutions are expected.
including two and four year colleges.
technological institutes, business colleges,
nursing schools and state, private and
private and church related schools.

The lairs, new this ye•.r. are being
arranged by the New England association
to provide an opportunity for more colleges
and more students to get together. and to
•ave the time and costs of individual visits
by both students and admissions counselors.
Information about the pre-college fair is
being sent to high schools with some
guidelines students attending the event
may follow. Among the suggestions are
preparation of questions to be asked on
such topics as academic standards, campus
activities. costs, and the availability of
financial assistance, enrollment, personal
services, physical features and vocational
opportunities.

Know what's going on at UMO with a

subscription to

The //bine CamOUS

The twice-weekly newspaper of the University of Maine at Orono

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Published by the
Journalism students
of the University
of Maine

ZIP

Make checks payable to:

$8.00 per semester
$14.00 per year

_

_

-

The Maine Campus
106 Lord Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473
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Potty's

BEAUTY SHOP

GAMES•MUSIC

Student Rates
with Student ID
Shampoo & set
$3.50
Haircut & blow dry
Permanents

.40

15 Mill St., Orono

Special

I

3.00
12.50

27 N. Main St., Old Town
•MIN1.0.1=••••=1.13.1M......11.••

PIN BALL
I
TV GAMES
POOL 8 SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUICE BOXES

CIL
Welcome Back

Students ak Faculty

244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945-5688
ismi=1.•

Great Menu Featuring

oa•Mi.

"We let our quality spea—
k1
for itself!"

Homemade Soups, Spaghetti, Syrian Sandwiches,
beef Kabob, charcoaled steaks & all Maine seafood
Wet Your Whistle In The New Remodeled Library Lounge
Open: 11-1

Mon.-Sat.,

5-12 Sun.

DISCO DOWNSTAIRS
OPEN WED.-SAT. NITES

Happy Hour Wed. 7:30-9
Thurs. Ladies' Nite 7:30-10
Fri. & Sat. Nites Men's Happy Hour 7:30-9

496

••••••••••••••=1.4••••••••••••••••••••••••!!••••
.•••••.MINN 41•1••

4•••• 41••••

MNIE.

Coming Soon

GIANT TV SCREEN
46 years in the businesit

FOR THE DOWNSTAIRS

Free delivery for orders over $3.

Opening Sat & Sun Afternoons & Mon Nites
For Your Favorite Sports
Pre-Game Warm-up Mon. Nile 7-9
You've Got to See it To Believe it!!

11 Mill St.
Orono

Tel. 866-2111
4....1■11Duainni•mmam..m.4m••••••••=1.......

AMR-....1.••••

•.•
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Football begins
The Maine Black Bears will open their
1976 season Saturday at Alumni Field
against St. Mary's University of Halifax,
N.S. In many ways this game will give an
indication of whether the Bruins are ready
to find the light at the end of their football
tunnel.
Head Coach Jack Bicknell, in a news
conference yesterday admitted that the
Bears are "frustrated" and "in the dark"
about the plans of their Canadian rival, and
neither his offense nor defense are
c,,mpletely prepared for the Alumni Field
meeting.
"St. Mary's is very big. but the question
is are they good," Bicknell! continued.
We are as concerned about St. Mary's as
we would be about any of our opponents."
Bicknell has named Jack Cosgrove as his
starting quarterback for Saturday's game.
According to the coach, Cosgrove. who was
injured throughout most of the 1975
campaign. is a strong option quarterback
and has adapted more quickly to the new
Veer offense, introduced by Bicknell.
He noted the new Veer offense was
foreign to the three Bear quarterbacks at
the beginning, but they are now ready for
any defensive situation presented by St.
Mary's.
Bicknell believes an interesting race will
develop for Yankee Conference honors,
though many experts believe the Bears can
count on an even record in 1976.
St. Mary's compiled an 8-1 mark in 1975,
and was defeated by Bear rival Rhode
Island 33-0 last season. Ranked second
behind the University of Toronto this
season. the St. Mary's Huskies rolled tot
Conference Championships in 9 of the last
11 years and were Canadian National
Champions in 1973.
Despite the Canadian origin of the
Huskies, Maine players can expect to see
many American faces on the field this
week-end.
Twenty of the Huskies' forty man squad
are Americans, and the Power-1 offense is

led by senior Glenn Sever of Clearwater,
Fla. Other outstanding players of St.
Mary's include defensive tackle Hector
Poghier and wide receiver Eddie Wells.
Senior Jack Cosgrove played in only two
games for the Bears in 1975. but is ready.
according to Coach Bicknell. A pure option
quarterback Cosgrove carried nineteen
times for 33 yards in limited action.
The Bears will go with sophomore John
King at right tackle and senior John Joly on
the left side. The guards will be junior Ed
Bouley and sophomore Bill LeRoy, Rich
-McCormick, Mark DeGregorio, and Ken
Norton will lead a young corps of receivers,
responsible for only two touchdowns in
1975.
The running game. a Bruin strong suit in
1975 will again he potent with Jim Dumont
and Rudy DePietro, leading the returnees.
Bicknell hopes to field a strong defensive
club. He lists the linebacker spots as
critical areas. Here senior Scott Shulman
and sophomore Chris Keating will be
called on for supreme efforts.
Sophomore Chris Paul and senior Rudy
Rawcliff are listed as starting defensive
ends. Andy Soldati and Jay Kelly are the
tackles. Paul Desmaris and Kevin Czech
hold down the middle guard slots, while
Jack Leggett and John Wardwell are at the
safeties.
Bicknell plans to make use of 35 players.
"I would rather play a less talented man
late in a game than a tired player of greatcr
ability." he said. This policy. Bicknell
noted will lessen the impact to the team if a
key player is injured. "We cannot prevent
injuries," Bicknell said, "but game
experience will keep us from being
adversely affected by the injuries that do
result."
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Attention

Texas
Instrument
Owners!!

There will be a Texas
Instrument representative at
the bookstore on
September 14th
from 10:00 am
until 5:00 pm
to assist Texas Instrument
calculator owners, as well as
to demonstrate the Texas
Instrument Line of Electronic
Calculators

At
University Bookstore
Memorial Union

1 I mg I

I I= I In I III 1 GM I NIP

Thibodeau's
Barber Shop
Two fine hair stylists
specializing in the
Roffler Sculptor
Kut

Trims
Shampoos
Shaves
Ra7or

35 N. MAIN ST,
OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531

-

Jack Cosgrove - QB

Coming to UNIO
Come to the Hilton!

Sc

We're located right at the Airport, so whether you're
flying or driving to Bangor, you'll be close to business
,
shopping. meetings and the campus.
While you're with us. you'll enjoy the famour Hilton
hospitality in our beautiful guest rooms, the Chateau
Restaurant or Bangor's unique lounge—Topside,
located high atop the Hilton.
Business, conventions or just a weekend away, come
join us at the Airport Hilton Inn

'rport Hilton Inn
International Aip
r oft
Maine (207)947-6721

HOW TO GET
TOTHE Roar
OFYOUR

Mt
fo
Sa
St

Buy the Model 852 calculator
from National Semiconductor at
your campus store.
It'll figure a square rootfor you.
Not to mention trig and log
functions, degree/radian conversions,Pi and a zillion-and-a-half

other terrific things like that(e.g.,
scientific notation).
And at a suggested price of
under $35,that solves another
problem for you.

0National Semiconductor
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Soccer
Football
Schedule

Amidst the confusion of school's first
week. the University of Maine at Orono
soccer team has been quietly preparing for
Saturday's home opener against Boston
University. Under the guidance of veteran
coach Paul Stoyell, the squad has been
going through double sessions since last
Saturday. devoting special attention to
defense, one of Maine's weaknesses last
season.
-

UMO Black Bear Football Schedule 1976
Sept 11
Sept 18
Sept. 25
Oct 2
Oct 9
Oct 16
Oct 23
Oct 30
Nov 6
Nov 13
Nov X

•

Stoyell concedes that Rhode island.
Vermont and Connecticut are the teams to
beat this year, but adds the Black Bears
should finish better than last season's 6-7
record.

L.

This year's team is led by senior
co-captains Ted Woodbrey and Rusty
Keene, both natives of Gorham. Maine.
Woodbrey. voted All-New England
last
year. is currently tied with Bill Sproul
('71-'73) for the most goals scored in
a
career and also second in total points.
Coach Stoyell expects both records to
belong to Woodbrey early in the season
.

Soccer team practicing for their
game with Boston U. on Saturday.

St Mary's
Massachusetts
Central Connecticut
Rhode Island
at New Hampshire
at Connecticut
Lehigh
at Southern Connecticut
Northeastern
at Boston University
at Delaware

Soccer
Schedule
um.

Black Bear Soccer Schedule 197,,

Eleven returning lettermen provide the
nucleus of the squad. but Stoyell says key
freshmen must perform as well as the
graduates from the 1975 undefeated junior
varsity team
Among the promising freshmen Stoyell
feels are Ron Chieffo. a halfback from
Northaven. Conn.. whom Stoyell says will
start on Saturday. Freeport's Brian Monaghan. a goalie who looks good in practice
and should provide a good backup for
regular net-minder Phil Torsney. and Paul
Malicky, who is expected to see a lot of
action.
Tomorrow's game will begin at 10 a.m.

Sept It
Sept 22
Sept 25
Sept 28
Oct 2
Oct.6

Oct 8
Oct 13
Oct 16
OCI 19

Oct 23
DCI 30

Boston University
Eiowdoin
at Massachusetts
at Bates
Rhode Island

Colby
at New Hampshire
at Colby
at Connecticut
H USW 11
Vermont
at UMPG

24 MR TEL 627 3650
SHOWN DAILY
700 L 9:00

-A powerful emotional background and
atmo%pher ir triumph A relationship that
manage- to be romantic and erok '
Miles is spectacular she makes sc
yeaining iunvincing both 111 itself
standing tor the whole 1,1'

iort
i721

'The
who/ell
/thin_ g-Cre
tite beg_
"Sarah Miles and Kris Kristofferson
are a white hot romantic team."
Maine Bears practicing

WISDOM IS...
Decorating your
Room with

for the big game on

I

SARAH MILES • KRIS KRISTOFFERSO
N
"THE SAILOR WHO FELL FROM GRA
CE
WITH THE SEA"
.

.

N6106644

•••

Posters
from the

Saturday against

Picture t

SLI

St. Mar't'

Gift

„

VIXENS

Plus "sizzling" co -hit

SUPER
CI VIXENS

28 Main St. Bangor
t=tEtri

4IM

DAILY 700

RUSS POP,

WANTED: work study
students to work at the
Memorial Tion
I.

MALL

ORONO

1

SEE: David M• Rand
director of the Memorial Union

MAVI
"
FFL
OMAN
Also Starrinc,

0 s
Det-Ok

S.c1 Caesar
11,Mloi 1M,

.6.1144.

*sop

Bernadette Peters
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Coaches assess scholarship system
When the University of Maine Board of
Trustees approved a four-year, S100.000
non-need scholarship program for the
University of Maine at Orono in September
of 1974. it was trying to keep up with the
other schools in the Yankee Conference.
The trustees stipulated that all money was
to come solely from private sources and
was to be a part of the Black Bear Hall of
Fame. and athletic aid pro7ram authorized
in 1971 to collect money from private
sources for athletic scholarships based on
need.
The UMO Graduate M Club. a group of
former UM() lettermen, and several UMO
coaches undertook the chore of collecting
and promoting contributions to the fund.
If we are to compete in the Yankee
Conference." trustee Carlton Reed
explained when the program was
approved. "we should have the same tools
the other schools are using."
For the school year 1975-76, only $15,000
in grants-in-aid were distributed to UMO
freshmen athletes, at least one-tenth the
amount distributed by any other school in
the Yankee Conference. After the
non-need scholarship program'a first year
in operation. the predominant feeling in
the UMO athletic department is that Maine
hasn't even come close to having the
"same tools the other schools are using."
According to Prof. Harold S.
Westerman. director of physical education
and ath:etics. all other Yankee Conference
Schools reserve a minimum of $150,000 for
athletic non-need grants.
Figures from the University of Rhode
Island school newspaper showed that URI
uses $173,000 for football scholarships
alone. and 62 full grants arc available for
athletes there each year. However, the
equivalent of two grants were distributed
among a number of UMO freshmen
football players last season. while 15 were
passed out at the University of
Connecticut.
"If someone were to analyze the 16
Di% ision One schools in New England. the
money spent. the staff and the difference
in the emphasis. I think they would be
amazed."UMO head basketball &golf
coach Thomas "Skip" Chapelle said
referring to the financial gap between
Maine and the schools it competes against.
UM()has a lot of catching up to do in order
to remain on their level, he added.
According to Westerman. the money for
athletic grants in other schools does not
come entirely from private sources as does
UMO's. Most other schools enjoy a steady
income from student fees, proceeds from
athletic contests or other money-making
ventures to subsidize their scholarship
budgets. The University of Massachusetts
Athletic Department, for example. owns all
the vending machines on the Amherst
Campus and the money it makes there goes
to the school's scholarship program.
Chapelle and most UMO coaches feel the
private funding clause and the
comparatively small amount of money
a
at
Maine
put
has
involved
disadvantage. In its first year the Black.
Bear Hall of Fame could only raise $15,000
out of the $25,000 it was allowed. The
athletic department does not foresee any
increase in that amount next year.
"It &xis make it difficult." said
Westerman when asked about the private
funding stipulation,' We are trying to find
groups who are interested in expanding

OLD TOWN

the athletic grant program to make it
possible to offer more shcolarships. In
order to be competitive with other schools
we have to improve our scholarship
program."
Chapelle also feels because UMO must
generate funds for the Black Bear Hall of
AMC its scholarship position has not been
helped.
"I think it's put us at a disadvantage."
Chapelle said. "We have to take people
and gear them towards raising funds. We
(the coaches) are getting involved in
scholarship fund raising and it takes a lot of
energy. Our program for athletic
scholarships keeps us a step or two
behind.••
Former head football coach Walter H.
Abbott, whose last 10 teams had an overall
.416 winning percentage against
better-equipped Yankee Conference
teams, feels the burden of the scholarship
program should not be carried by outside
contributors.
"I don't think its fair to ask the private
citizen to provide the kind of money we
need," Abbott said. "I think the schools
should have an equal opportunity and the
players should have an equal opportunity. I
think its difficult for private sources to
provide the money we need
Despite the difficulties UMO's program
has presented. most people in the athletic
department feel the school's policy on
funding for non-need scholarships is ar
acceptable approach and it is up to the
other schools to avoid what Westermar
calls "aprofessional approach to athletics."
Rather than emphasizing "scholarships
is the name of the game" and "the schools
with the most scholarships are the schools
with the best basketball," Chapelle feels
all schools should adopt UMO's approach
to scholarship funding.
"I used to be for a large scholarship
program."Chapelle said. "but in this day
and age where money is so tight. I think
it's unrealistic. I would like to see all
schools go on private funding for athletic
scholarships to give everyone an equal
opportunity.
List January the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) submitted a
proposal requiring financial aid be given to
athletes only on a need basis. On the first
ballot the vote tied. One the second ballot
the proposal was narrowly defeated. but
Westerman feels next year the proposal
%% ill pass.
"Once an athlete's financial need is
determined,•• the athletic director explained.' a school couldn't go beyond his
need when giving him a scholarship. Right
no they don't care if he has any need at
all. lithe measure is passed the NCAA will
allow an athlete to receive his tuition free.
According to head swimming coach Alan
A. Switzer, most schools in New England
do not offer many non-need scholarships
for swimming and he doesn't feel his teams
are at a disadvantage. Switzer employs an
extensive recruiting effort each year and
sells the prospect on UMO's academic
programs. His success is evidenced by the
New England championship. which UMO
won in March although there were no
swimmers on non-need scholarships.
Chapelle uses a similar approach when
recruiting high school athletes. The
equivalent of one and a half scholarships
was awarded to freshmen basketball

players last season, while URI awarded IS.
"Right now we don't talk to the best
players because they expect the full
scholarship.' Chapelle said."We look for a
player who is interested in one of our best
fields of academic study and try to sell him
on that"
"We show him pictures of the overflow
crowds and we tell him 'you can play
here'."he continued,"and they can because we don't have the money to recruit
better players."
Although UMO is still a step or two
behind the other Yankee Conference
schools concerning available scholarship
money most coaches feel the first non-need
scholarship program in the schhol's history
has been a success and UMO should have
no trouble staying alive in the Yankee
Conference.
Newly-hired head football coach Jack
Bicknell feels the scholarship issue is
over-emphasized. "I don't want to belabor
it to the point where everybody is sitting
around saying 'How are we gonna win
without any money?' There's no queston
about it. We can compete in the Yankee
Conference. We can win. It would just be
easier if we had more scholarships."
"Successful athletics are good for the
student body. the campus, the alumni and
the state of Maine,"Westerman said.
"Here at Maine,"he said."the atmosphere and environment are number one.
When an athlete is on the field it's because
he wants to be there. The number on
criterion for a scholarship is that an athlete
wants to be here. You ask how did we beat
l'CONN (in basketball 67-63)?They won
the ECAC(Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference)and went on to beat Rutgers in
the NCAA EASTERN REGIONALS* It's
because our athletes wanted to win. You
can't buy teamwork."

Police warn
UMO students
Like an other major college in the
nation, the University of Maine at Orono is
somewhat of a haven for people who make
their living stealing and pawning the
property of others. Each school year
countless bicycles, stereos, tennis rackets
and typewriters are ripped off and never
recovered. And many of the items which
are recovered by campus police can't be
claimed by their owners simply because
they have no identification number on
them.
For this reason at the end of each school
year. all the stolen goods which police have
recovered are auctioned off. A waste?
UMO Chief of Police Alan Reynolds thinks
SO.

"All these kids have to do is get their
bicycles andd valuables registered with us
at the first of the year." Reynolds said.
"That way if something gets stolen, they
can come down to the station and identify it
as theirs. It's not good enough that they
say, 'That's my wateh, It's got two little
scratches on the crystal.' The only way
they can get it back is to tell us the
identification number which we've etched
on it and is registered with us."
Doing the etching is a tool police have
acquired in the past year to help their
"Lost and Found" department run more
smoothly. The machine is used to etch
either names or social security numbers on
the valuable. Also available for students at
no charge. Reynolds said, are identification
tags for bicycles.
"If students would come down and have
their valuables registered with us."
Reynolds added. "things would be alot
easier for everybod%."

Fogler gets $1200
Two Maine population interest groups

have presented $1200 to the University of
Maine at Orono Fogler Library to increase
the university's collection of books on
demography.
The contribution was presented by the
committee of the Natural
population
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
Resources Council of Maine and the
Population
break even. That's unfair to the students." Bangor Chapter of Zero
Growth.
a
for
hopes
his
said
The chairperson
Dr. James MacCampbell. UMO Librarlarge show lie in the potential of the new
said the library would provide
ian,
an
was
there
if
He
said
Mond Arena.
available arena he could drastically lower matching funds which with the present
holdings in this field will "build a
the ticket price of a big concert.
Jonathan Edwards and Jesse Colin respectable collection of material."
Information on the volumes added to the
Young or Fleetwood Mac could be
collection will be mailed to Maine public
nossibilities for the spring, said Spaulding
Spaulding added that he and the concert libraries and schools. Both groups provide
committe are very pleased with this year's educational talks and a film for groups on
schedule. He expects to add more concerts the importance of population as a Maine
resource.
during the spring semester.
The presentation was made by Dr.
Ronald Davis. treasurer of the Bangor
.
Chapter of Zero Population Growth, and
Mrs. Davis. chairman of both groups. both
of Orono.

*Concerts

Attention!

The sports department of the Maine
Camvis desperately needs competent writers. No previous experience needed,
only an interest in sports is required.
Photographers are also needed. Film will
be supplied by the newspaper. If you are
interested in working as a writer or
photographer. inquire at the Maine
Campus office in Lord Hall.
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through Sept. 17

FURNITURE

Complete Home Furnishings
Since 1915
Ntedium & High Grade Furniture
Special Attention Given to
Your Individual Needs
I

L

Oa.f Discou nt to III U1110 People
I

14 N. Main St., Old Town

827-2188
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